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Preface
This PhD dissertation offers a sociological perspective on the creation of clinical overview in daily
practices among physicians at hospitals. My first encounter with an Electronic Patient Record
(EPR) system as a researcher took place in 2009 when Central Denmark Region, one of the five
Danish regions, decided to implement an EPR system, with multiple functionality, at one of its
hospitals, to test its large-scale clinical applicability. (Bossen et al. 2013). A group of evaluators
from Aarhus University and CFK – Public Health & Quality Improvement, Central Denmark
Region was established to conduct an evaluation of the implementation, which included me. The
results were published in a report to the region and in a journal article (Bossen et al. 2013; Witt el
atl. 2010).
The EPR had been developed by the regional administration and an IT company in corporation with
clinicians and had a history of at least six years of development. The EPR consisted of different
modules including “Clinical process” making all patient documentation electronic and enabled
documentation across departments, meaning that one patient had one record and not different
records at different departments. The system also included a module for ordering and receiving
different tests, a module for administrating medicine, a patient administration module and a module
for booking. The EPR system was mainly based on structured data documentation, but free text
entries were also allowed in various degrees. This was the first time the region implemented a
health information system at its hospitals containing this wide rang of functionality and with the
ambition to support most of the clinicians working procedures (Bossen et al. 2013; Witt el al. 2010).
If the system was to be implemented in the entire region it would be mandatory for all clinical staff
to use it in their daily clinical work. This would lead to approximately 10,000 different daily users
and covering 1.17 million patients. Dependent on the effects of implementing this EPR system, the
region was to decide if it should be deployed at all its hospitals or if they should abandon the
system. Because they had to make this decision, the region commissioned an evaluation of the
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immediate effects on clinical work, following the implementation (Bossen et al. 2013; Witt el al.
2010).
In general, the clinical staff evaluated the EPR system in positive terms, but they also raised some
critical issues (Bossen et al 2013, Witt et al. 2010). One critical point expressed by many of the
physicians, was connected to the EPR’s ability to support the creation of clinical overview. They
found it difficult to create overview over patient information and patient data by means of the new
system. When asked in interviews, the physicians were more than willing to talk about the creation
of clinical overview, but found it difficult to articulate what they actually were doing in their daily
clinical work in this creation process. So what was it the EPR was supposed to support and what
was it that the old paper-based patient record did differently in the creation of clinical overview?
The evaluation did not make room for further investigation of this critical issue, but we as
researchers, were left with an unresolved feeling of something important slipping through our
fingers. Furthermore, one of the hopeful outcomes of implementing this EPR, was to provide quick
and easy overview over available information, referring to the regions strategy for health
information systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This experience and first encounter with an EPR provided inspiration for my PhD project. In this
introductory chapter, I provide background information on the significance of the patient record in
medical work and focus on the introduction of EPRs in the health care sector throughout the
Western world. I outline the differences between paper-based patient records and EPRs to argue for
the relevance of my study and in order to establish the framework leading to the aim of the present
dissertation and the research questions presented at end of the introduction. Following the
introduction a methodological chapter will describe study design, research setting and data
collection. Following this, an outline of the theoretical framework for the dissertation will be
presented, leading to a presentation of the results as they are accounted for in the four papers
constituting the main body of the PhD project. After the results a discussion of these will be
presented.

The significance of the patient record in medical work
That the shift from paper-based patient records to EPRs induces problems, disruptions and
challenges in the physicians’ daily work flow is no surprise given its central position in medical
work. Work at hospitals is performed in information-intensive environments and Kannampallil et al.
emphasise that “information seeking is a challenging task impeded by different limitations e.g.,
memory capacity, information overload and technological limitations” (Kannampallil et al. 2014, p.
249). The patient record is a crucial part of physicians’ basis for conducting their work; it is their
primary source for information seeking and communication with clinical staff which they are not
co-present with. Information included in the patient record has several different functions in patient
care (Nygren et al. 1992; Häyrinen et al. 2008, Bansler et al. 2013). The patient record enables the
professionals to share their reflections and observations about potential diagnosis and treatment
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plans for the patients. The record also enables collective sense-making and coordinate actions in the
complex and information intensive environment of health care (Bansler et al. 2013; Berg 1999).
Various views on the function and objective of the patient record exist. Berg has outlined some of
these purposes. He writes that in many discussions about the patient record it is argued that ideally;
“the patient record should guide the physician’s thought processes towards an efficient, scientific
problem-solving method and allow for quick, efficient access to information according to widely
diverging needs” (Berg 1998, p. 294). Within this way of understanding the medical record, the
record is often perceived as a way of keeping information or as a representation of the work actually
performed by physicians (Berg 1998). In offering a sociological perspective on medical records,
Berg advocates another way of understanding the patient record, a way which places it even more
central in the medical work. He argues for seeing the patient record as an embodied part of the
medical work. He argues that what we often consider to be processes going on in the mind of an
individual; “in fact often appear to be highly embodied activities, in which ongoing interaction with
the immediate material and social surroundings play a crucial role” (Berg 1998, p. 297). In this
view, the patient record is not a representation of the physicians’ work. The record influences this
work, providing a structure and modify work practise in unpredictable and complex ways. This
means that the record can structure all aspects of medical work through its setup and different
records will structure the medical work in different ways (Berg 1998). If it is so, if the patient
record holds this position within medical work, it becomes relevant to concern oneself with the
ways that the patient record structures the physicians working process.

The introduction of Electronic Patient Records in health care
The introduction of EPRs in health care is argued for in various ways. It is hoped that Information
technology can help reduce medical errors, improve efficiency and productivity and increase the
quality in health care (Berg 2004; Houben et al. 2015; Harper et al. 1997). In many countries, the
health care sector is going through major changes which initiate discussions about improving
efficiency and productivity. Among other things, an increase in chronic diseases and a demographic
transformation towards an increase in the elderly part of the population, heighten the pressure on the
health care sector (Ludwick 2009). Another challenge in the health care system is medical errors. A
report from 1999 published by the Institute of Medicine concluded that between 44,000 and 98,000
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people die each year at hospitals in the USA as a result of medical errors that could have been
prevented (Kohn et al. 1999, p. 26). The report concludes that these errors are fatal for both clinical
staff and patients and constitute a major economic burden on society (Kohn et al. 1999). The
implementation of health information systems is seen world wide as one method to solve these
problems (Ludwick 2009). Therefore, great efforts are being made in many Western countries to
enhance the use of information technology in health care. From early on, the EPR was recognised as
a backbone in this development and in a literature review on Electronic Patient Record research,
Greenhalgh et al. says that according to many policy documents and political speeches, “the EPR
would make health care better, safer and more integrated” (Greenhalgh et al. 2009, p. 730). In the
review, they also stress that it was proclaimed that; “lost records, duplication effort, mistaken
identity, drug administration errors, idiosyncratic clinical decisions and inefficient billing, will be a
thing of the past” (Greenhalgh et al. 2009, p. 730) when EPR systems were designed and
implemented (Greenhalgh et al. 2009). Some of these improvements were hoped to be achieved by
improving conditions for communication and by providing electronic access to test results,
diagnostic imaging and medical information from journal articles and clinical guidelines. Some
systems also tried to incorporate decision support in different work practices by providing various
reminders and alerts (Berner 2005). As berg puts it; from the 1960s and onwards “the EPR has
carried along the promise of more effective and efficient care” (Berg 2004, p. 12).
The history of the EPR dates back to the 1960s and early 1970s. At that time the computers were
mainly used for administrative and fiscal functions in the hospital setting but many people involved
in the work with clinical informatics thought that the use of computers in clinical settings would be
common practice in the near future (Berner 2005). The expectations regarding the impact on health
care and positive effects of implementing EPR systems in health care settings were high from the
beginning. “In the United States some even argued that the computerisation of health care might
lead to a significant improvement in the level of health of all Americans” (Berg 2004, p. 25). In
spite of these high expectations many projects on designing and implementing EPR systems failed
and it often seemed very difficult to transfer a system with success in one organisation to another
organisation with equal success (Berg 2004). This means, that many of the systems did not appear
to be transportable out of the specific context in which they were developed, even though their
contexts or organisations seemed similar or comparable. Some have argued, that even among the
large IT-systems that end up being used, many “should be considered to be operating failures”
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(Berg 1999, p. 88). Citing Berg, these systems might be in operation; “but they are too
cumbersome, too expensive or too functionally deficient to be even remotely called a ‘success’
(Berg 1999, p.88). The first decades of medical informatics has therefore some times been
described as a time with high expectations but also a large amount of disappointments (Berg 2004).
Just like many other Western countries, design and implementation of health information systems
and EPRs has been a prioritised goal in Denmark since the 1980s. In the beginning, EPR systems
were developed for general practices (Berg 2004) and also developed in small scale at local
hospitals. In 2000, the National Board of Health in Denmark started to work on a common structure
for EPRs in Denmark. This structure was supposed to constitute the backbone of all EPR systems in
Denmark so that systems would be able to communicate with each other, to ensure registration of
information in national databases and to support clinical work. The problem was that none of the
existing EPR systems were able to transfer to the structure and in the end it was never deployed in
the health care sector because it turned out to be infeasible to test and develop new systems using
the structure (Bossen 2006; Historien om EPJ). In 2007 five regions were formed in Denmark as a
result of a structural reform. These regions inherited many different EPR systems from the former
counties, leaving the healthcare system in Denmark with approximately 23 different EPR systems.
After the formation of the regions, a prioritised goal was to establish one EPR system in each region
(Udviklingen i regionale EPJ-landskaber 2007-2010). In 2013 four regions had reached that goal
and one region still had two EPR systems in operation (Rigsrevisionen 2014). In 2010 the regions
put forward 24 joint strategy target areas for the next three to four years. A better support for the
clinical IT-workplace was a central target area in this strategy and the expected effects were many.
In a condensed form the expectations are expresses in the regions’ strategy for health information
systems:
By pushing the IT-support of the clinical staffs’ routines and daily practice and by propagating
access to information across departments and hospitals, the quality of treatment and working
conditions for staff will improve and at the same time clinicians will avoid wasted time. The
implementation of Electronic Patient Records and appertaining access to laboratory test results
will provide staff with a quick and easy overview over available information (My translation)
(Danish Regions: Indicators for Health IT - 2010).
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As is evident from this excerpt from the regions strategy for health information systems, they too
hoped for many of the same effects as is described in the literature when implementing their health
information systems. The EPR is emphasised as being able to provide staff with quick and easy
overview over available information

Paper-based patient record versus electronic patient record
The shift in media from paper-based patient record to EPR is of course not straight forward and
there is not much evidence of the actual effectiveness of implementing EPR systems (Houben et al.
2015). One of the greatest advantages of the shift from paper-based patient record to EPR is access
to information. Whereas paper-based patient records can only be present at one physical location at
a time and only be accessed by physicians present at the same physical location, EPRs enable
physicians to retrieve information easily by providing access to information at any time and
anywhere a computer or similar is available. Another advantage of EPR systems is that, information
in it is often more up to date due to real-time entry of information like vital values, food intake,
blood pressure, test results and the like. (Holden 2011, Berg 1999, Miller and Sim 2004, Doyle et
al. 2012, Laitinen et al. 2014). When using paper-based patient records there is a danger of loosing
the record or misplacing it, inducing the clinical staff to spend significant time looking for records
(Houben et al. 2015). This drawback is almost eliminated when using an EPR. If you have access to
a computer, you have access to the patient records and once information is entered in the record,
they stay in the record, not being misplaced or lost.
At the same time, some disadvantages are identified when using EPRs in health care. First,
information can be difficult to find and access for a number of reasons, including overload of
information and having to switch back and forth between different systems and numerous screens
(Holden 2011, Miller et al. 2009). Slow performance in the systems or even worse, system
breakdown can also make the finding of information difficult. Research into the two media also
shows that reading text from computer screens reduces the speed of reading (Nygren et al. 1992).
Also, some physicians experience fragmentation of data in the EPR systems, making it difficult to
see trends in patient information (Holden 2011, Bansler et al. 2013, Bossen 2006). In many EPR
systems the physicians looses the ability to manipulate the records the way they are use to, adding
personal markings to the record, placing paper sheets in different positions and the like (Holden
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2011). Because of this, computers often make it hard for people to navigate through the text and as
Nygren et al. expresses it; texts from computers are often “pattern-dead” and lack spatial clues to
orient the searcher (Nygren et al. 1998, p. 1462).
As previous research has shown, paper has affordances that are difficult to translate into digital
media (Berg et al. 2002; Luff et al. 1992). One important affordance of paper is its flexibility
(Militello et al. 2015). For example, free text annotation is easy with paper and pen, leaving the
person using paper and pen with the possibility to annotate short notes to be used in the further
working process (Harper et al. 1997). Papers flexibility also allows for other kinds of personal
markings to the record and for placing paper sheets in different positions and the like. This type of
information and markings can be critical for an unproblematic management of many situations
within health care and the more restricted structure of information systems do not always allow this
flexibility (Harper et al. 1997; Holden 2011). Paper-based patient records are also flexible in the
way that they allow for clinical staff to complete forms so the information needed for this case, for
this procedure and for this patient are present, which means that the forms are sometimes
incomplete but filled out correctly at the same time. It provides the information needed at that
particular time and reflects the requirements of each particular case (Harper et al. 1997; Berg 1998).
The paper-based patient record can in this way be seen to impose some structure on medical work
but at the same time leaving room for free text and flexibility concerning its use (Nygren et al.
1992). Hartswood et al. emphasis the dilemma that the “requirements for speed and flexibility in
interaction with the record may be at odds with the wider goals for consistency, standardisation,
structure and completeness behind many EPR systems” (Hartswood et al. 2003, p. 244).
Another characteristic of the paper-based patient record is its materiality. The thickness of the
record or the colour of the paper can guide the user in his or hers choice of information searching
strategy (Nygren et al. 1992). In their investigation of physicians’ use of the medical record, Nygren
et at. found that some physicians even claim “that they recognised the patient and her situation just
by seeing the folder itself from a distance” (Nygren et al. 1992, p. 7). Likewise, the physical
placement of paper records often signifies important information about matters needed to be taken
care of, like new test results, forms needing a signature and the like. The particular placement of a
record on for example a desk often reveals information about its role in different workflows
(Houben et al. 2015). The paper-based patient record also supports micro-mobility of information.
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For example when two physicians are reading a record together and hand over parts of the record to
each other, maybe pointing out specific results or when pages from a record is spread out on a desk
for better overview. Likewise, the paper is portable and if you have the paper in your hands the
content are quickly accessible (Houben et al. 2015; Harper et al. 1997; Luff et al. 1998; Luff et al.
1992).

Aim and research questions
So, as previous research has shown, the paper-based patient records and the EPR both have
advantages and disadvantages in supporting medical work. Some of these affordances must be
expected to support the creation of clinical overview, while others must be expected to disrupt the
creation process. In their research on physicians’ progress notes, Bansler et al. starts be concluding
that “the implicit assumption that the medical record can be subjected to digitalisation in much the
same way as administrative records have been, have turned out to be quite naïve” (Bansler et al.
2013, p. 124). Another critical issue is the lack of knowledge about the specificities of practices for
which the systems are suppose to support. The material realities and practical use of the systems are
often not described or rendered visible in detail (Moser 2005). Instead, the actual practice of
medical knowledge and medical work in specific local, social contexts is often lost and instead
accounted for by means of general descriptions, which are suppose to represent specific medical
practise in specific local settings (Atkinson 1995, p. 40).
In order to better understand the notion of clinical overview and how to support the creation of this
central activity, we need to scrutinise processes of creating overview and to analyse these processes
with a focus on the work that actually gets done to also render visible the material realities in which
the creation of clinical overview takes place. One central material reality in creating clinical
overview is the patient record, so when changing from paper-based patient record to an EPR a
central element in the creation process is changed. Many of the hoped for effects of implementing
large EPR systems, as mentioned in the introduction, will in one way or another be connected to the
creation of clinical overview. As mentioned, studies of respectively paper-based patient records and
EPRs have been conducted with the aim of investigating the affordances of the two different
systems in clinical work but not many studies focus on the creation of clinical overview.
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Based on this, the present dissertation was formulated in order to investigate the creation of
overview in daily clinical practice among physicians at hospitals. The aim was to conduct a detailed
investigation of the creation process while it unfolded, right in the messy and complex everyday life
of physicians. The investigation included physicians using respectively a paper-based patient record
and physicians using an EPR. Besides investigating the creation of clinical overview, I also wanted
to elaborate on the notion of overview and to nuance the conceptualisation of clinical overview. The
research scope and research questions were initially broad allowing for continual development and
refinement in focus during the research process. This broad approach was considered necessary to
capture as many facets of the overview process as possible and not risking to exclude important
aspect beforehand. Studies with pre-specified dependent measures can be limited in identifying
unanticipated consequences or emergent effects that may be enduring. The research questions were
defined within three themes:
x

What is overview and how do physicians create overview in daily clinical practice?

x

How are we able to understand and to conceptualise clinical overview?

x

How do respectively paper-based patient records and Electronic Patient Records support the
creation of clinical overview?
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Chapter 2
Design and methods
In this section the methodological choices, challenges met and solutions applied in the PhD project
are outlined. It starts by explaining why the investigation of overview takes place in clinical
everyday life. To conduct this investigation of overview in daily clinical practice, the study design
is inspired by ethnographic methods and this inspiration is consequently accounted for. The study
design and presentation of cases are followed by an outline of the analytical approach employed
throughout the dissertation. The chapter concludes with some reflections on the methodological
choices and the outcome of employing these choices.

The investigation of overview in clinical practice
Many evaluations of health information systems are following the same logic as much research
within medical science, namely that of a controlled experimental design. However, several research
traditions have pointed to a weakness in these kinds of evaluations and states, that by focusing on
pre-specified dependent measures in a controlled set-up, we miss the opportunity to see information
technologies as embedded within a complex social and organisational context. If we want to
embrace this complexity, we can not understand these kinds of systems independently from how
they are used in actual practice (Kaplan 2001; Button 1996).
In line with this critique, a science and technology study (STS) approach forms the basis of this
dissertation. The STS approach is not a specific theory it is rather a research field with some
common, general perceptions of society, technology and science as always connected activities and
institutions. In a STS analysis, the understanding of technology is based on peoples’ social, everyday and mundane handling of technology and technology and social life is not seen as separate or
independent units (Huniche et al. 2014). The point is not to study technology and practice but to
study technology in practice. Without detailed information about the actual work practises, a
comprehensive understanding of which IT functionalities should be available and in what form is
difficult to achieve (Huniche et al. 2014; Berg 1999). Pre-defined workflow descriptions and
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clinical pathways are useful in the design process, but according to Berg, “their usefulness is limited
because they are only highly incomplete, summarised and rigid depictions of the modelled work
practices” (Berg 1999, p. 92). Any concrete work practice is fully unfold “in the doing” and must
therefore be studied as processes (Berg 1999). The focus in the present dissertation on practice or
on studying activities “in the doing” is inspired by Actor-Network Theory (ANT). One of the basic
assumptions in ANT is that practice should be studied symmetrically, where objects as well as
humans have agency. This assumption invites a focus on materiality, relations and networks.
Humans and non-humans emerge and are constituted as actors through the relations they have to
each other. This assumption allows ANT to provide a comprehensive view of the complex
dynamics involved in the process of getting actors and organisations to work together, without
making boundaries between the different artefacts and their contribution to the process (Goodwin
2014; Creswell 2010).
In line with this, medical knowledge in the present dissertation is not understood as pre-fixed and
simply waiting out there to become applied in practice. Instead, medical knowledge is understood
from a constructivist viewpoint where knowledge is constituted in practice, while it is being used
(Mesman 2005). This approach entails a particular focus on practice and seeks to provide insights in
the way medical knowledge is shaped and reshaped of the concrete activities, skills and behaviours
which are involved in the actual work performed (Mesman 2005). In this way, medical knowledge
is made available for investigation through paying attention to action performed in their social and
situated context (Crabtree 2003). By applying this focus on practice, descriptions and analytical
arguments cannot claim to be absolute or universal. To the contrary, they are localised narratives
and statements, grounded in the empiric observations of practice (Svenningsen 2004).
As with all complex processes, the process of creating clinical overview is difficult to investigate
because it is highly routine and difficult to put into words. Within sociology of science, the concept
of black-boxing refers to the way scientific and technical work is made invisible. When a process or
a machine runs efficiently, we tend to forget about its potential internal complexity and to focus
only on the inputs and outputs associated with the process (Latour 1999). However, interruption of
these well-established processes provides us an opportunity to “rediscover” the actors involved in
the processes and their relations within the network. The introduction of new technology is typically
a major interruption of already established processes. In the cases analysed in this dissertation, the
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routine processes of creating overview were interrupted by the introduction of the new These
interruptions were unique opportunities to open the “black box” of the creation of clinical overview
and to investigate the process in detail.

Inspiration from ethnography
To study the complex process of creating overview, I was inspired by ethnographic fieldwork.
Fieldwork is particularly appropriated for the investigation of everyday activities in their context. In
spite of the complexity in structure and events in the field, this kind of research can display a
meaningful picture which provides a detailed insight in the processes which take place in the field
(Allan 2010). Often you can get people to talk about what they are doing, but the difficult part for
them is to articulate how they are doing things. This is what should be observed in observational
studies. Initially, the observations should be broad in perspective and subsequently the researcher
can decide on a tactic and choose the appropriated methods according to the themes that emerge as
interesting and relevant for the research questions (Allan 2010). Over time, as the researcher learns
more about the field, it becomes increasingly clear which themes would be relevant to investigate
further (Bundgaard 2003). In this way data collection and analysis goes side-by-side in an iterative
process where the emergent data analysis guides the further data collection (Hammersley et al.
1995; Crabtree 2003).
A challenge in fieldwork is to define the field under study. To accommodate this, Hastrup makes a
usable distinction between the analytical field and the empirical field. The empirical field is difficult
to define, since new connections can be drawn all the time. The analytical field is the framework
that one as a researcher defines for the project and the meaning with the project. The analytical field
helps making the field more manageable regardless of the fact that it can change form and direction
gradually as more parts of the field become familiar to the researcher (Hastrup 2003). According to
this distinction, the empirical field in the present dissertation is hospitals in Central Denmark
Region where the implementation of the new EPR system was scheduled in a near future. Looking
at the aim of the dissertation and the research questions, the analytical field is the creation of
clinical overview and the conceptualisation and understanding of this process.
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Ethnographic fieldwork can be conducted in various ways and just how the researcher comes to
know the field is to some extend an open question. Andy Crabtree describes the process this way:
“Thus, in collecting worksite materials the ethnographer’s job is to listen to the talk, watch what
happens, see what people do, when, and where, to write it down, tape it, copy what documents can
be copied and so on” (Crabtree 2003 p. 53). Besides this, I also found it highly relevant, not just to
listen to the talk, but also to talk with the physicians under study. This gave me the opportunity to
test some of my interpretations together with the physicians and also to clarify aspects of the
working process that I did not understand. An important basis in ethnography is the relational
character of knowledge production. Knowledge emerges because of the encounter between the
researcher and the other (Hastrup 2003).
Because of this relational character of knowledge production, the role one as a researcher occupies
in the field is not trivial. But what roles are available for the researcher doing research in the
hospital setting? The classic understanding of fieldwork and participant observation is that you, as a
researcher, live in a community for a substantial period of time, participating in the daily lives of
the people you study and that it is possible for a while to become one of them (Wind 2008). If you
are interested in the daily work of clinical staff at hospitals, this roughly speaking leaves you with
the role of healthcare worker, patient or relative. The role of patient or relative is not really suitable
if you wish to follow the work of the clinical staff and for most researchers the role of healthcare
workers is not an option since the responsibility or forced action of their work makes this
impossible (Wind 2008). After doing ethnographic field work at a hospital, Wind found that the
only feasible role for her was that of a researcher (Wind 2008), thus occupying a different position
than in the classic understanding of participant observation; you are not really one of them. This in
turn does not prevent you from obtaining an intimate and detailed knowledge about the field under
study.
When I first started my observations at the hospital, the chief physician and I decided that I should
wear a white coat like the physicians. This decision was made because we thought it would help me
to blend into the hospital setting. On a large university hospital with lots of students and interns, this
hoped for effect was achieved with success, but I never became really comfortable with wearing the
white coat. In a way I felt like a fraud both towards the physicians that did not know me and
towards patients and relatives and it sometimes placed me in situations were action was expected of
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me which I could not fulfil. This feeling lead me to change strategy and like Wind I decided to take
on the role of a researcher instead. I took off the white coat and did the observations in my own
clothes, wearing a name tag proclaiming that I was a PhD student. This strategy also forced the
physicians to introduce me more thoroughly to patients and relatives, because I differed from the
hospital setting. When the patients heard that I was interested in the physicians’ work, they more or
less ignored me and did not expect me to participate in the examination or conversation. This
allowed me to fully focus on what was going on in the hospital room without being uncertain about
what was expected of me.

Study design and case presentation
Referring to the notion of black boxing, it was essential to set up a study design where the
physicians’ creation of overview could be investigated both before and after the implementation of
the new EPR. I wanted to be able to study the new technology while all the “loose ends” were still
visible and the process of creating clinical overview were not yet black boxed. At the same time I
found it critical to study the creation of overview while the physicians were still using a paper-based
patient record to be able to compare the two processes. To investigate the impact of time and
experience in using the EPR, it was also decided to include physicians with more experience in
using the EPR system.
To meet these requests to the study design, the empirical work of the dissertation was initially
divided into three phases.
Phase one: Observational studies and interviews at a medical ward before the implementation of
the new EPR.
Phase two: Observational studies and interviews at the same medical ward after the implementation
of the new EPR.
Phase three: Observational studies and interviews at a different medical ward, at a different
hospital with approximately three years of experience in using the EPR system.
As the study evolved, I became aware of a relevant and not anticipated area of interest and thus
added a fourth phase to the study.
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Phase four: Interviews with physicians in different departments about the use or non-use of an
overview interface provided by the EPR-system.
The two medical wards providing data for the first three phases were chosen, because of the
complexity and long patient histories of many of the patients affiliated with the wards. A high
proportion of the medical patients at these wards are elderly people with multiple diagnoses and a
relatively high medication use, combined with people with different chronic diseases. This patient
flow environment ensured that the physicians were often challenged in the creation of overview,
because they had to keep track of long illness histories, many different combinations of medicine
and sometimes also various treatments taking place in different departments and hospitals. Access
to the two medical wards was easily obtained through the two chief physicians. They found the
scope of the study both interesting and highly relevant. They arranged the first contacts with
physicians and gave me a platform for introducing the study to the physicians. Likewise, it was
never difficult for me to arrange observations with various physicians. This openness could be
explained in various ways. The physicians are very much use to having people “hanging around”
during work time, primarily students and interns and perhaps they were asked by the chief
physicians to take me with them. But I also think that the physicians found my study relevant and
maybe felt that I was there for them, to make their point of view visible and not to judge or evaluate
their work according to predetermined standards or perceptions of “the best way” of conducting
medical work or using the patient record. Also, observations do not require for the physicians to
find extra time in their schedule to meet with me as is the case with for example interviews. The
experience was that it was more difficult to arrange interviews with the physicians than to arrange
for observations. Concerning the arrangement of interviews, I often had to ask several times and use
different approaches to engage the physicians in the interviews. This was not, as I perceived it, a
question of unwillingness to participate in the interviews, but a question of finding the time to
participate. Once engaged, the physicians were very flexible and often met with me in their own
time.
Data collection in the first three phases
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Data generation in the first three phases was primarily conducted by means of observations at the
two medical wards as described in the previous section on ethnographic field work. Observations
typically started at the morning conference, which were mandatory for the physicians. Initially,
appointments were made in advance with a particular physician, but as the physicians became
acquainted with me, contact was made ad hoc with a diversity of physicians’ tasks and experience
in mind. During observations, I scribbled down as many handwritten notes as possible with out
disturbing physicians or patients and without loosing sight of what was going on in the room. Many
of the physicians commented, with a smile on their lips, on the practice of writing notes while
observing their work, they felt that I was writing down a lot and even writing when they were “not
doing anything”. These kind of comments confirmed that observations was an important way of
collecting data to the present study, because for me as an outsider, the physicians were participating
in a lot of significant actions and interactions most of the time. Approximately 92 hours of
observation was conducted over 23 days, during the first three phases of data collection.
During an observation day, I typically followed one physician for about four hours of work. No
judgment about which situations to study was made in advance but I chose to follow the physicians
while they were engaged in clinical work and not during administrative work sessions because the
handling of patients was in focus. This could for example include morning conferences, ward
rounds, pathology conferences, work in the outpatient clinic, attending physicians doing supervision
and the like. I followed the physician wherever he or she went and focused on the physicians’
actions and interactions with other staff, patients and artefacts. When necessary and appropriate,
clarifying questions were posed, and small informal interviews were conducted during observations.
This could include questions such as: “Do you find it difficult to read the progress notes on a
computer screen?”, “Why was it so difficult to find information about the previous patient?”, “I can
se that you are shifting back and forth between test results and medication, what are you looking
for?” and more questions like that. On a few occasions patients or physicians did not want me in the
room, but it was a rarity and mostly I was welcomed and allowed to be present in all situations.
In addition to the observations, interviews were conducted with physicians from the medical wards.
These semi-structured interviews focused on physicians’ accounts of what overview is and how
they create it. To initiate a conversation about issues that were difficult to articulate, examples from
the observation study were provided, thus giving the physicians some specific situations to discuss
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and elaborate on. The main inclusion criterion for the selection of interviewees was a diversity of
medical experience. All 15 interviews lasting around one hour, were recorded and subsequently
transcribed verbatim and entered into Nvivo.

Research setting in the first three phases
The section above accounted for the entire data collection during the first three phases. Below the
two research settings are described and the data collection is specified according to the research
settings and thus is not a new round of data collection.
The first two phases of the study were conducted at a medical ward for the treatment of liver and
bowel diseases at Aarhus University Hospital. The ward employs 135 clinical staff including 24
physicians, and has 22 beds and an outpatient clinic with approximately 14,000 appointments a
year. The average length of patient stay is four days and covers a great diversity in length of stay. A
considerable amount of the patients are admitted several times, because of different chronic
conditions. Overall, Aarhus University Hospital has approximately 10,000 employees and 1,150
beds divided between 26 wards. On a yearly basis the hospital has approximately 82,000
discharges.
Observations and interviews were conducted both before and after the implementation of the new
EPR system. The first round of data was collected in the year before the implementation of the
EPR, while the second round of data collection started six months after the implementation and
continued for four months. Approximately 72 hours of observation was conducted dispersed over 18
days at this ward. Thirteen interviews with nine different physicians were conducted and four
physicians were interviewed both before and after the implementation. Before the implementation
of the new EPR system, the physicians and the other healthcare professionals in the ward used a
mix of paper-based and digital artefacts. The most used artefacts were the paper-based patient
record and the digitised laboratory test results and medication, which were displayed on computer
screens. The former contents of the paper-based patient records were not transferred to the EPR,
meaning that the paper-based patient records were still kept at the ward after the implementation of
the EPR system, but they were seldom used (for more information about the research setting se
paper 1).
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The third phase of the study was conducted at Randers Regional Hospital, a smaller hospital were
all the medical specialities are gathered in one big medical ward. The ward has approximately 157
beds and treats around 42,000 ambulant patients a year. The ward employs around 290 clinical staff
including 65 physicians. The entire hospital has 360 beds, and admits 30,000 patients annually, of
which 25,000 are acute cases and the outpatient clinics treat 110,000 patients yearly.
Approximately 20 hours of observation was conducted dispersed over five days at this ward.
Interviews with two physicians were conducted at this ward. The ward is located at Randers
Regional Hospital, which was the first hospital in the region to implement the new EPR system. So
when observations and interviews were conducted, the ward had approximately three years of
experience in using the EPR system.
The observation period and amount of interviews at this hospital were more brief than expected.
This was not because of problems with access to the ward or difficulties in data collection. It was a
deliberated decision taken after the 20 hours of observations and two interviews. The work routines
at this ward, the way they used the EPR system and the way they created overview were very
similar to what I had observed at the medical ward at Aarhus University Hospital. In this particular
situation and when focusing on the creation of clinical overview, it seemed as if years of experience
in using the EPR was not a critical factor in determining the way it was used.
A fourth phase: Investigating the use of an overview interface
Initially, the empirical material for the dissertation was supposed to be generated during the three
phases described above, but as the investigation took form, an interesting case appeared which
called for additional data compilation. In the new EPR system, an interface was designed to provide
the clinical staff with different kinds of overview. The design and configuration of the interface is
very flexible and can be designed to match specific departments or different teams within a
department. During observations and interviews with physicians, it became apparent that a large
share of the physicians did not use this overview interface at all or used it very seldom. I decided to
dig deeper into this phenomenon of an overview interface apparently not used at the medical wards
in this study.
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For this four phase of the study, introductory interviews were conducted with IT support staff units
in three different hospitals in the region and with the system vendor (four interviews and six
interviewees in total) to gain expert knowledge of the overview interface. This expert sampling
strategy provided a detailed understanding of the overview interfaces, the reasoning behind the
development of the interface, and the administration and various layouts in hospitals. Using a
snowball sampleing strategy, the IT support staffs were subsequently asked to identify physicians
both using and not using the overview interface, which included six physicians in total from five
different departments. Three physicians were using the overview interface and three physicians
were not using the overview interface. These six physicians were then interviewed to acquire a
basic understanding of the use and non-use of the overview interfaces in daily clinical practice.
To clarify the quantity of use and to get a clear picture of where and where not the overview
interface were used, numeric data from the system vendor about the use of the overview interfaces
across the entire region was obtained. System vendor has an agreement with the region on following
the use and development of the EPR system. Data from the whole month of November 2014 was
examined in detail and was used in this analysis of the overview interface. Data from May 2014 was
also checked to identify possible divergence from the use of the overview interface in November
2014, and no significant differences were found. Hence, these quantitative data are probably
representative.
Subsequently, contact was made with the head of department in the four different departments that
used the overview interface most (according to data from the production environment). These heads
of departments arranged contact with physicians in their departments – eight physicians in total
from two anaesthesiology departments and two outpatient clinics. This sample strategy was chosen
to get a better understanding of why the overview interface was used in these departments.
Physicians who did not use the overview interface were also included among the eight physicians to
clarify the non-use at these departments. Five physicians were using the overview interface and
three were not using it.
All interviews were conducted according to a semi-structured interview guide. A set of core
questions was asked at each interview. However, the semi-structured nature of the interview
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allowed for flexibility and gave interviewees the opportunity to elaborate on or discuss important
yet unanticipated topics. The interviews with physicians often began with an opening question
about their use of the overview interfaces; their response to this question then framed the sequence
of the remaining questions. Most of the physicians were asked to enter the EPR, open the overview
interface and to guide the researcher through their use of the overview interface in their daily work
practice. The interviews were conducted in person in the hospital departments and lasted between
20 to 60 minutes. All interviews were afterwards transcribed verbatim (For more information on
method se paper 4).

Analysis
As described earlier, data collection and data analysis was in many ways conducted concurrent
during this study. Furthermore, interviews and fieldnote transcripts were more or less handled
uniformly during the analysis process and the process can roughly be divided into three parts. One
part focused on the understanding and conceptualising of the notion of clinical overview. The
second part focused on the differences in using paper-based patient records and EPRs in the
creation of clinical overview. The third part focused on the reasons for using or not using an
overview interface.
The analytical part which focused on the understanding and conceptualising of clinical overview
was very much an iterative process going back and forth between the empirical data and the
theoretical literature. The theories helped to develop the understanding of overview and supported
and explained the findings from the observations and interviews (Hammersely et al. 1995). This
resulted in an analytic understanding of clinical overview, which runs as a common thread through
the dissertation. After conducting the first observations and interviews an initial understanding of
the creation of clinical overview was created and a process of finding theoretical literature to
support and extend this understanding began. This meant that the subsequent analysis was guided
by sensitising theoretical concepts from this theoretical framework. Field notes from observations
and transcripts of interviews were looked through, with the purpose of finding thematic codes,
capturing different aspects of overview. All the time, the basis for the analysis was the empirical
data, and codes and themes were created as recommended by Hammersley et al. by reading the field
notes and interviews carefully (Hammersley et al. 1995).
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In the more empirical part of the analysis, codes and themes were developed in a more grounded
way, inspired by Grounded Theory, in which codes and themes are developed inductively from the
data material (Kvale et al. 2009). Consequently, no a priori categories were used in the analysis
phase. The concept of ‘in vivo codes’ is used in Grounded Theory to refer to the idea of coding data
as closely as possible to the empirical material, taking words and sentences directly from the
material (Kvale et al. 2009). The codes that emerged in this process of analysis in the present
dissertation were not actually in vivo codes, but they were closely based on the empirical material.
This means that the names of the codes were labelled by me and not taken directly from the
empirical material (Hammersley et al. 1995, Coffey et al. 1996). The analysis process in many ways
followed what Coffey and Atkinson have named ‘the coding and retrieving strategy’. In this
strategy, the coding process has three objectives: to identify relevant phenomena; to gather
examples of the phenomena from the data; and to analyse these phenomena to identify similarities,
differences, patterns and structures (Coffey at al. 1996, p. 29). Once the codes are generated, you
can start to look for patterns, themes, regularities as well as irregularities, contradistinction,
paradoxes and things that seem hard to understand (Coffey et al. 1996; Hammersely at al. 1995).
The aim of this dissertation is not to generalise the results to all EPRs and the findings may
therefore not be generalisable, fitting all EPR systems, but nevertheless some of the findings are
probably transferrable. Nor is the objective of this study to identify all consequences of
implementing an EPR in a hospital; instead, it focuses on the physicians and their ability to create a
clinical overview. This means that a lot of consequences and effects following the implementation
of the EPR are left untouched by the present analysis. On the other hand, the topic of overview is
studied in detail. Likewise, the goal, as described in paper 4, of this analysis was not to produce an
exhaustive list of every situation supported by the overview interface or every reason for its use or
non-use. Instead, the aim was to identify a set of prototypical examples of reasons for its use and
non-use.

Reflections on the methodological choices
Looking back at the completion of the study and the study design, the process has showed me, as
was expected, that the task of studying complex processes is a difficult mission to accomplish.
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However, the strategy of turning my main attention to the practice of medical work as it is
accomplished in daily clinical practice proved to be rewarding. To understand all actors, humans as
well as non-humans, as having agency and contributing to the process and as shaping and reshaping
each other, made the process more visible and tangible and thus possible to investigate. To focus on
the distributed socio-technical system instead of focusing on processes going on in the mind of
individual people also made the creation process more tangible and more suitable for investigation.
One of the difficulties with conducting observational studies at a hospital among physicians is the
business and urgency embedded in their work. Often I felt it inappropriate to interrupt by asking
clarifying questions or initiating an informal dialog, because the physicians were clearly occupied
and highly concentrated. Some of this reticence clearly originated from my own bashfulness and as
I experienced the physicians’ willingness to answer my questions, I got more courageous asking
questions more frequently. Referring to the roles available for the researcher in the medical field, I
sometimes wished that I was a physician capable of understanding the medical work more
straightforward. On the other hand, the role as an outsider or a researcher led me to identify actions
and relations, which the physicians did not pay particular attention to or even sometimes not
recognised as an action or relation at all.
Partially, to compensate for this difficulty of interrupting the physicians while they were working
and partially to get insights in to actions and relations not visible to me, I conducted interviews with
some of the physicians. The interviews provided some uninterrupted time with the physicians,
which was a valuable resource for discussing some of the observed interactions and to investigate
the physicians’ thoughts and point of views on the subject. Reflecting on the study design, it might
have been beneficial to incorporate more of this uninterrupted time with the physicians. It could
have been in the form of more interviews or group discussions of observed cases giving the
physicians more time to reflect on their own practice. I think that this form of data collection would
have provided more insights in why physicians were participating in certain kinds of actions.
Nevertheless, if I had to choose between studying the creation of clinical overview in daily clinical
practice and conducting interviews and group discussions with the physicians, I would choose the
first. The value of studying actions and relations in their context is invaluable for the understanding
of complex processes.
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Physicians from medical wards are the primary informants in the present dissertation. Since the
practice of medicine is conducted rather different in various medical specialties, the scope of the
study could have been expanded by including physicians from various specialties. This would
undoubtedly have added interesting perspectives to the investigation but at the same time, details
from the medical ward and the creation of clinical overview at these locations would have been
missed. Despite variations between the different medical specialties, my experiences from
conducting research among physicians at hospitals also tells me, that the basic structures of the
medical work are alike across specialties. Of course other professions at hospitals like nurses,
secretaries and health assistants are part of the overview process as well and contribute to the
physicians’ creation of clinical overview.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical framework
In the following sections, the theoretical framework for the present dissertation will be outlined.
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly account for the different theoretical approaches used in the
dissertation, in order to establish a foundation for engaging with the results and the discussion of
these. The interaction between theory and the empirical data will be presented in the subsequent
chapter outlining the results of the four papers.
The following chapter consists of five main sections, starting with a clarification of the interplay
between empirical data and theory through out the PhD process. Following this, a presentation of
how medical work and medical knowledge is perceived according to experience from the empirical
data and the theoretical framework is presented. The chapter finishes with three sections outlining
three different theoretical approaches used as a sensitising framework for interpreting and making
sense of the empirical data. The three theoretical approaches are respectively Actor-Network
Theory, Narrative Theory and Distributed Cognition.

A sensitising framework
As described earlier, the point of departure for the present dissertation is an STS approach. When
formulating the research project, the aim and the research questions, this approach was the only
theoretical framing of the project and it guided the way the project was formulated, the study design
and the planning for data collection.
After the initial phase of data collection and analysis, I started to search for theoretical approaches
which would help in structuring and creating meaning in the empirical data and emphasise the
points which I found critical to bring forward. My profession as a sociologist and the STS approach
of course framed and informed this search, but the search was wide and included different fields of
research such as cognition, information processing, decision-making, human-computer interaction,
implementation research and sociology of health and illness. Following this theoretical scoping, the
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empirical data was reinterpreted and further data collection was conducted to determine the
usefulness of the selected theories. Subsequently, the theoretical frame and the empirical data
together produced new theoretical concepts and understandings of the creation of clinical overview,
which were then investigated in interplay with the empirical data and the field under study. The
application of theory and theoretical development was thus an iterative process and the selected
theoretical frame was used as a sensitising framework in the analysis, allowing for ideas and
concepts to emerge, which were not included in the theoretical frame. By referring to Blumer’s
conceptions of sensitising concepts, Bowen states that sensitising concepts or theories “gives the
user a general sense of reference and guidance in approaching empirical instances. Whereas
definitive concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitising concepts merely suggest
directions along which to look” (Bowen 2006, p. 14).
The following section will present the way medical work and medical knowledge is understood
within this dissertation. This understanding is outlined in order to illustrate how the fundamental
accomplishment of medical work, as encountered in the observations and interviews for the present
PhD, is best explained and understood in a more theoretical way.

Medical work and medical knowledge
In his book “Medical Talk and Medical Work” (1995) Atkinson is concerned with the central
position of talk and conversation in medical work. He is also concerned with how we can
investigate medical work and he points to a long tradition within the sociology of health and illness
for studying medical practice. His claim is that there has been a contrast between what has been
conceptualised as illness and what have been conceptualised as disease. Illness is understood as the
patient’s subjective perception of his or her condition and disease is understood as the natural
presence of a bodily condition, implying that the “natural” is a realm that exists priori to and
independently of cultural interpretation (Atkinson 1995, p. 24). Atkinson criticises this contrast,
because it makes the sociological study of professional medical knowledge almost impossible, since
medical knowledge is seen as belonging to the natural and the natural is granted a privileged status
that the social sciences can not investigate (Atkinson 1995, p. 25). Atkinson sees this implicit
assumption, that medical knowledge is belonging to the natural, as a limitation which entail much
of contemporary medicine to be under-investigated (Atkinson 1995, p. 34).
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In his book “The Reflective Practitioner” (1983), Donal Schön investigates and describes the work
of different professions. As Atkinson, he describes that medical work and medical knowledge has
been understood as a professional, scientific practice belonging within the realm of natural science.
In the beginning of the 20th century, the predominant understanding of professions was that
professional work was equivalent to instrumental problem solving accomplished by rigid applying
scientific theory and techniques to the problem. Medicine and law was perceived as the great
representatives of the professions (Schön 1983, p. 21-23). The core activity in for example the
medical profession was understood as the application of general principels to specific problems.
Within this understanding, practical knowledge became a question of choosing the method which,
in the most efficient way, achieved the goals one was aiming at (Schön 1983, p. 33). Schön argues
that in focusing on problem solving, the definition of the problem is forgotten or ignored. To define
a problem is a process in which a name is assigned to the phenomenon we wish to pay attention to
and a framework for the context in which we want to study the phenomenon is established. On the
basic of his studies of different professions, Schön argues that not all problems are standard
problems fitting in the space provided by scientific knowledge. The process of fitting the “not
standard” problems into the scientific knowledge illustrates a gap between this knowledge and the
demands from the real world of the practitioners (Schön 1983, p. 40-45). Schön introduces the
concept of “knowing-in-action; a concept which applies equally to our everyday life as to the work
life of professions (Schön 1983, p. 59). He claims that when we do what we do in our everyday
lives, we show ourselves as competent in a specific way. It is difficult to explain what we know and
we are not really able to describe what we are doing. Our knowledge lies in our actions, we knowin-action (Schön 1983, p. 50-53). So like Atkinson, Schön does not see medical knowledge as
belonging to the natural, on the contrary we produce knowledge in our actions.
As described above, Schön is interested in professions in general and how they are able to create
knowledge in their reflective practice. Likewise, Norman (Norman 2005) is interested in knowledge
production but focusing on clinical reasoning and has conducted a review on this subject,
summarizing much of the research on clinical reasoning over the last 30 years. He concludes that
the solution of a problem is not a straight forward process with a single or even optimal pathway
through a problem. Further he comments on the complex process by saying that “the more one
studies the clinical expert, the more one marvels at the complex and multidimensional components
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of knowledge and skills that she or he brings to bear on the problem, and the amazing adaptability
she must process to achieve the goal of effective care” (Norman 2005, p. 426).
So in the present dissertation, knowledge is approached as the outcome of everyday practice.
Emphasis is thus placed on medical knowledge production as work.

Actor-Network Theory
In his criticism of sociology of health and illness as described above, Atkinson also notes that the
research tradition of sociology of health and illness has developed more or less in isolation from the
sociology of science, despite the fact that much of medical work and medical knowledge may be
characterised as scientific (Atkinson 1995, p. 37). By making this point, Atkinson implies that the
sociology of health and illness could benefit from adopting some perspectives from the sociology of
science. A strong representative for the sociology of science is Actor-Network Theory (ANT). Like
Atkinson, this dissertation builds on the assumption that clinical work and clinical reasoning has
much in common with scientific work and the creation of scientific facts as understood within ANT.
So in the following, a short presentation of ANT, with a special focus on the creation of scientific
facts, will be provided.
Hanseth et al. defines the most basic concept in ANT as that of an actor-network (Hanseth et al.
2004). They describe an actor network as “a network where elements of any kind may be included:
humans, technological artefacts, organisations, institutions, etc. All networks are heterogeneous or
socio-technical, meaning that they consist of both humans and technological components” (Hanseth
et al. 2004, p. 118). As Cresswell et al. expresses it: “The central idea of ANT is to investigate and
theorise about how networks come into being, to trace what associations exist, how they move, how
actors are enrolled into a network, how parts of a network form a whole network and how networks
achieve temporary stability” (Cresswell et al. 2010, p. 2). As already mentioned in the
methodological section, an actor in ANT “is defined as the “source” of an action regardless of its
status as a human or non-human” (Cresswell et al. 2010, p. 2). An actor can however only act if it is
located in a network with other actors, which gives it the possibility to act. Also, the assumption in
ANT is that if any actor is removed from or added to the network, then the whole network will be
affected (Cresswell et al. 2010). A central idea and motivation behind ANT is to study the
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construction of things normally taken for granted, the mundane everyday activities accomplished by
various actors.
From the vast amount of empirical studies and analysis within ANT, the analysis and theorising in
the present dissertation is especially inspired by the laboratory studies and studies of science in
action conducted by Latour and Woolgar (Latour et al. 1986; Latour 1987; Latour 1999). These
studies have a strong focus on the technological artefacts contributing to the creation of scientific
facts as being part of the network enabling this creation. A special focus in the science studies are
given to the apparatus which produces written output like graphs, numbers, coordinates, plots or the
like. In scientific practice, you do not always have “the real thing” in front of you, the thing you are
interested in or the existence of which you seek to prove, so numbers and graphs comes to represent
the object (Latour et al. 1986; Latour 1999). In ANT, these apparatuses are called inscription
devices. An inscription device is any setup that visually displays any kind of fact in a scientific
context. The inscription devices transform material substance into a figure or a diagram that can be
used directly by others in a further process. Once provided, the inscriptions are often perceived to
have a direct connection to the original material substance. The intermediate steps which enabled
the production of an inscription are forgotten (Latour et al. 1986, p. 51). Latour claims that when
following science in action these inscription devices become a critical element (Latour 1987, p. 69).
The laboratory studies and studies of science in action also include conversation and dialogue in the
scientific work and in the creation of scientific facts. They claim that the scientific world is a world
where you prepare, focus, arrange and practice on the version of the object whose existence you
seek to demonstrate (Latour 1987, p. 67). Conversation with colleagues is one of the ways of
preparing or arranging your arguments. The argument is constantly modified, strengthened or
disproved through everyday conversations in the laboratory, and convictions change during these
conversations. This leads to logic in the sciences where facts are not built from intellectual
deduction, but are instead perceived as practical craftsmanship, which is exercised in a group that
discusses and tries to eliminate as many alternatives as possible (Latour 1986, p. 157-166).
As mentioned earlier, the actor network is the starting point for investigation in ANT and because
of the networks central position it is not possible to talk of facts as something pre-giving. Facticity
of an object is contingent, depended on the network or networks in which it is part of. This means
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that even well-established facts tend to lose their meaning if they are separated from a specific
context. The status of a statement in the scientific practice is also dependent on and contingent on
other statements following it. The fate of a statement is dependent on the next statement where it is
used. The construction of facts is thus a collective process. All actors in the relation add something
to the argument, either strengthening or weakening it, and they incorporate it into new contexts. The
more people supporting the statement the more difficult it is to reject as a fact (Latour 1987, p. 2733).

Narrative theory
The following section will briefly outline central elements of narrative theory as it has been applied
within healthcare. This is done because narrative theory offers an additional and fruitful way of
understanding the clinical reasoning process in interaction with the empirical data from the present
dissertation.
Mattingly has done a great deal of work within quantitative healthcare research where she applies a
narrative framework to her analysis. The central feature of the narrative is the existence of a plot. In
a narrative a narrator introduce a causal or moral structure in the sequence of events which are
organised by the plot. A succession of events is transformed by a plot into a coherent compilation
providing meaning and structure to the events (Mattingly 1994, p. 813). Mattingly points out that;
“any particular event gains its meaning by its place within this narrative configuration, as a
contribution to the plot. Yet this is an always shifting configuration for we live in the midst of
unfolding stories over which we have a very partial control” (Mattingly 1994, p. 813). Further she
claims that we are always situated “with an eye to the future and that future saturates each moment
with meaning” (Mattingly 1994, p. 818). In this way, she claims: “time is characterised by suspense,
not only the suspense of not knowing whether the ending will come about, but even the suspense of
not knowing whether the ending one pictures is the one which will still be desired or possible as the
narrative unfolds” (Mattingly 1994, p. 820). From this perspective, the medical narrative is not just
a script for the medical work, it is created in interaction with patients, relatives and colleagues, and
created with the material artefacts available, making it very context dependent (Mattingly 1994).
Building on Jerome Bruner’s initial work, Mattingly argues that “narratives emerges not simply as a
mode of discourse but as a fundamental form of human sense making” (Mattingly 2008, p. 137).
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What Mattingly finds fascinating about the narrative strategy, is the fact that the practitioner
perceives the process of constructing a narrative as a matter of getting the facts straight rather than
as finding a plot for the argument (Mattingly 1998, p. 290). This illustrates how difficult it is to
investigate these processes since their conceptualisation constantly seems to escape our attempt to
articulate what is actually at stake. This is not to say that the physicians are not getting the facts
straight in the process, but the structure of the process and how the facts begin to form a meaningful
whole is rather implicit.
In her book “How Doctors Think – Clinical Judgment and the Practice of Medicine (2006),
Montgomery argues in line with Schön, that despite the fact that medicine rests on a wellestablished foundation of scientific knowledge it is still a practice. Physicians draw on their
diagnostic abilities and clinical experience in combination with scientific knowledge, when they
perform clinical reasoning (Montgomery 2006, p.3). Much of the work and analysis in the book is
conducted within a narrative framework and Montgomery argues that clinical judgment can be seen
as a certain type of practice argumentation. Through this practice argumentation, information is
pieced together with a conditional certainty. The amount of information in medical work is
overwhelming and the physicians have a continuous task of sorting the information and deciding
how some of this information can be used in individual patient cases, in a particular situation
(Montgomery 2006, p.4). This sorting and deciding is a fundamental condition for medical work
and no matter how certain the science behind medical work develops to be or how accurate the
technology physicians use are, medical work will always be an interpreting practice, according to
Montgomery (Montgomery 2006, p.5). She describes the process of diagnosing as an interpretative
negotiation of the specific signs and symptoms of a patient and the development of these. The aim
of this negotiation is to create a coherent narrative explaining the relevant information as evidence
for the diagnose (Montgomery 2006, p.32). From this point of view, clinical reasoning is circular,
narrative and interpretative and could be understood as case-based reasoning (Montgomery 2006,
p.46).
Further, Montgomery argues that with an understanding of human biology, clinical epidemiology
and medical decisions, the physician is above all, the person who catches the patient’s history and
“transforms it into a medical case” (Montgomery 2006, p.50). This transformation process draws on
various clinical abilities including the collection of useful information from patients, the completion
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of a thorough physical examination, a focused usage of clinical tests, the prescription of effective
treatment without to many side effects for the patient and an attention to the psychological, moral
and social problems which might occur in connection with illness and its treatment (Montgomery
2006, p. 50). A really important property of the narrative in medical work is its ability to represent
knowledge which is time and context dependent (Montgomery 2006, p. 47).
The case narratives in medical work are made to organise, record and reflect upon experiences from
the medical practice. The construction of narratives makes the physicians capable of creating
meaning out of the specific circumstances and to decide what should be the next action in the
treatment plan. A medical case or narrative organises the events of a patient history both
chronological and subjective and in this way suggest relations between the events and attribute
motives to the implicated actors (Montgomery 2006, p. 48). The narrative case “connects motives,
acts and consequences in causal chains” (Mattingly 1998, p. 275).

Distributed Cognition
The narrative understanding of clinical reasoning outlines the structure of the reasoning process. A
structure which induces meaning to and help in selecting among the extensive amount of
information present in the every day clinical practice. I now turn to a theoretical framework which
has its point of departure in the cognitive science, namely the Theory of Distributed Cognition. The
aim of introducing Distributed Cognition is to emphasise that cognitive processes does not only
take place in the mind of individual people but are accomplished in different distributed sociotechnical systems.
Hollan et al. states that “like any other cognitive theory, the Theory of Distributed Cognition seeks
to understand the organisation of cognitive systems. Unlike traditional theories, however, it extends
the reach of what is considered cognitive beyond the individual to encompass interactions between
people and with resources and materials in the environment” (Hollan et al. 2000, p. 175). They
emphasise that whereas traditional views on cognition think of cognitive events as taking place in
the mind of individuals, Distributed Cognition is concerned with a broader perspective on cognitive
events (Hollan et al. 200). Thereby, the theory holds that “cognitive activity is constructed from
both internal and external resources, and that the meanings of actions are grounded in the context of
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activity” (Hollan et al. 2000, p. 179). Hutchins emphasises that this way of understanding cognition,
points to the fact that systems “that are larger than an individual may have cognitive properties in
their own right that cannot be reduced to the cognitive properties of individual persons” (Hutchins
1995, p. 266).
Distributed Cognition does not say that knowing what is going on in the minds of people is not
important, it rather says that much of what is relevant when investigation cognition is taking place
in interaction between people and with the material context. This leads to an underlying assumption,
that a theory of individual human memory would not be sufficient to understand cognition because
so much of the memory is performed outside the individual, in the socio-technical system (Hutchins
1995). The unit of analysis in Distributed Cognition is exactly the socio-technical system of
cognitive processes instead of individual minds of people (Hollan et al. 2000). If the socio-technical
system is the unit of analysis, it is possible to look inside it and directly observe many of the
phenomena of interest, because they are placed outside the individuals’ minds. The socio-technical
systems could for example consist of various documents, graphic presentations, technical
instruments, information systems, specific ways of organising work procedures and humans trying
to make sense and to navigate in the socio-technical system, which they are a part of. In this way,
the conceptualisation of the cognitive system should be mapped to the sociotechnical system and
not to individuals (Hutchins 1995).
Following this, the distributed element in cognition relates to at least three dimensions:
“1) Cognitive processes may be distributed across the members of a social group
2) Cognitive processes may involve coordination between internal and external
(material or environmental) structure
3) Cognitive processes may be distributed through time in such a way that the
products of earlier events can transform the nature of later events” (Hollan et al. 2000,
p 176).
Within Distributed Cognition, cognition is also perceived as embodied. This means that work
materials are not just stimuli for a cognitive system with no connection to the body. Work materials
are elements of the cognitive system itself. Changes in work materials can induce important
changes in the socio-technical system, so the introduction of a new work material can bee seen as a
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form of experiment, which allows the researcher to test and revise theories and hypothesis (Hollan
et al. 2000, p. 177-178). Likewise, changes in the socio-technical system will most likely induce
changes in the cognitive process.
Hollan and Hutchins summarise by saying that Distributed Cognition “is interested not only in what
people know, but in how they go about using what they know to do what they do” (Hollan et al.
2000, p. 179). Hutchins also explicates that the theory is explicitly cognitive in the sense that it is
“concerned with how information is represented and how representations are transformed and
propagated through the system” (Hutchins 1995, p. 287). The intention is to provide a connection
between the information processing qualities of individuals and the information processing qualities
of a larger system (Hutchins 1995, p. 287).

Applying the theoretical framework
As described in the beginning of this chapter, the theory in this dissertation has functioned as a
sensitising framework for understanding and conceptualising the notion and process of creating
clinical overview and as such it has had a valuable contribution to the analysis process and in
interpreting the empirical data and at the same time leaving space for results to emerge that did not
follow directly from the theories. The four main perspectives outlined throughout the dissertation,
and especially in this chapter, is a STS approach to the study as an entirety, Actor-Network Theory
and the science studies as a way of understanding the process of creating clinical overview as
similar to the process of creating scientific facts and to introduce a focus on materiality and
contingency, Narrative theory as a way of understanding the structure of the process of creating
clinical overview and Distributed Cognition as a way of understanding cognition as something
which takes place not only in the mind of individuals. In the next chapter these perspectives will be
elaborated further, when the results from the four papers are presented.
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Chapter 4
Results
The following chapter will provide a short exposition of the main findings from the four papers
produced as part of the dissertation. The chapter is divided in two main sections cutting across the
four papers. The first section presents the attempt to conceptualise the notion of clinical overview,
while the second section presents results concerning the two different patient records’ ability to
support the creation of clinical overview and reasons for use or non-use of an overview interface
provided in the EPR.

The project started with an initial understanding of the process of creating clinical overview. It was
a working definition, used when the empirical work started. The understanding is outlined below.
Creating Clinical overview is about how health care professionals arrive at a
sufficiently informed, accountable and coherent understanding of a situation, so that
they are capable of acting consciously and with confidence.
This understanding does not contain really substantial content about clinical overview; rather it is
focused on the outcome, on what is wished for in the creating process – an informed, accountable
and coherent understanding of a situation. As described earlier, one of the aims of the present
dissertation was to render visible and to understand how physicians create overview in daily clinical
practice and to understand and conceptualise the notion of clinical overview. In accounting for the
theoretical perspectives in the dissertation, an iterative process was described, where the collection
of data and the application of different theoretical perspectives informed each other. So, on the basis
of the first data collection and the selected theoretical positions, an equally theoretical and empirical
based conceptualising of clinical overview was developed.
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The conceptualisation of clinical overview
As I got familiar with the empirical material and the theoretical foundation for the dissertation, an
idea to extend the understanding of clinical overview emerged. As I saw great similarities between
the process of creating scientific facts in a laboratory, as understood within ANT, and the process of
creating clinical overview, I decided to do this comparison on the basis of my empirical material
and the laboratory studies and science in action as described by Latour and Woolgar (Latour et al.
1986; Latour 1987; Latour 1999).
The comparison between the creation of scientific facts and the creation of clinical overview
revealed that the process is complex, contingent, material, and context-dependent, but it also
revealed that it is possible to highlight central features in the process of creating clinical overview,
which should be considered when working with physicians to support their creation of clinical
overview.
Like in Distributed Cognition, there is a strong focus on materiality in ANT. In science studies and
the laboratory studies a special attention is directed towards inscription devices and inscriptions
themselves and their central position is clearly mirrored in the clinical setting. The patient record is
one central inscription device which in it self contains inscriptions from many different inscription
devices such as test results, diagnostic images, description of a tissue sample et cetera. These
inscriptions are provided by different apparatus in the laboratories, scanning devices, stethoscopes,
microscopes et cetera. The physicians in this study often did not have the real object of interest (the
brain, the liver, the heart etc.) in front of them when they were trying to collect information about a
patient and make sense of this information; so instead, they took a sample, a diagnostic image or a
blood test. The tissue samples e.g. were removed from their natural context and transformed into a
measurement, a number or a certain colour description and these measurements were seen as the
information about the brain, the liver or the heart. In this way the inscription devices are not just a
media providing knowledge about pre-given units; they are very much involved in the construction
of this knowledge. A central feature in both processes is the significant importance of conversation
with colleagues. In conversations between colleagues in the clinical setting the creation of overview
is constantly modified, strengthened or disproved; and the status of the overview can change several
times during an hour, a day or weeks.
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The contingent performativity is very much apparent in the clinical work as is also the importance
of context. The meaning or interpretation of, for example, a number is contingent and contextdependent in the clinical setting as well as in the laboratory. Some information needs other
information to be interpreted in a specific way or for a specific purpose. A specific blood test, for
example, does not makes sense without a graph of the body temperature, etc. So, the meaning of
“facts” like a number describing the test result is contingent and dependent on the context in which
it is to be used.
However, there are also significant differences between the process of creating scientific facts and
the process of creating clinical overview. In their daily clinical practice, the physicians do not create
scientific facts in the overview process. Instead, they produce what could be called partial stories
about the patient or working facts. They are produced to be able to act and do not necessarily serve
as surefire facts about the patient or the diagnosis. The objects of the two processes are also
different. The patient’s self-determination is a significant parameter in the treatment process. Such
self-determination sometimes makes it difficult for the physicians to control the object. Lastly, the
urgent need for action that sometimes appears in the clinical world makes action on incomplete
knowledge a basic condition in medical work. This urge for action is not present in the laboratories
with the same significance, which makes more room for fine turning the processes and time to await
specific results.
So drawing on the similarities between the creation of scientific facts and the creation of clinical
overview as understood within ANT, we come to understand why it is so difficult to conceptualise
the notion of clinical overview. It is a complex, contextual, contingent and material process which
takes on many forms. One of the benefits of comparing the process of creating clinical overview to
the process of creating scientific facts is a description of the process-related nature of creating
clinical overview as opposed to focusing on parts and elements of the process. The creation process
is followed through the networks in which it unfolds (for more information se paper 3).
In summing up, the creation of clinical overview is understood as a collaborative, communicative,
distributed, contingent and material process, making use of various media. The narrative structure
and deployment of a plot is central in the creating process, inducing meaning into the patient history
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by implying possible causal relationships between the various parts of the narrative. The creation of
clinical overview is a process of ongoing interaction between the search for information, trying to
make meaning of this information and taking action according to this. The distributed sociotechnical system is the primary analytical unit when investigating the process. Creating overview is
not something that only takes place in the mind of individual physicians as a process of absorbing
and ordering information. On the contrary, the process is physical, social, technological and
distributed. On the basis of this understanding of the creation of clinical overview, the deployment
of a plot or in other words plot-making can be seen as a central element in constructing narratives in
the clinical work and thus in the creation process of clinical overview. According to distributed
cognition, the process is distributed across various artefacts and various ways of organising
different processes and information is transmitted and processed between team members in the
socio-technical system.
Based on the different theoretical perspectives and the empirical analysis, I propose the term
“Distributed Plot-Making” to conceptually pinpoint physicians’ creation of overview. This concept
sees clinicians as reflective practitioners engaged in case-based reasoning when creating overview
where the creation of narratives is achieved by finding plots or diagnoses that highlight some and
background other information. Work materials and artefacts are part of this process and comprise
together with clinicians a socio-technical, distributed cognitive system performing computations or
information processing. Creating an overview has, according to this approach, at least two central
features. First, it involves case-based reasoning in which interpretations and narratives are held
together by plots. Second, it involves a socio-technical system of distributed actors and artefacts
that transmit and “compute” information in the production of knowledge. In this view, the creation
of clinical overview is a complex, reflective and narrative process in which organisational
structures, work procedures and different artefacts contribute to the processing. This concept points
at both the narrative, the socially and the materially distributed elements involved in the process of
creating clinical overview (For more information se paper 2).
These results leave us with a conceptualising of clinical overview that primarily draws on three
theoretical approaches and the empirical data. First the concept of Distributed Plot-Making is
elaborated from an interaction between the empirical data, Narrative Theory and Distributed
Cognition. It conceptualises the process of creating clinical overview as organised around a plot,
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which induces meaning to the overview and arranges various information in different casual
relations, implying that these casual relations can change if the plot changes. This plot-making takes
place within a distributed socio-technical system where information is propagated and processed
across various artefacts and individuals and are thus not limited to the mind of individuals. Second,
this conceptualising is elaborated and strengthened by a comparison between the creation of
scientific facts, as understood within ANT, and the creation of clinical overview. This comparison
reveals the process of creating clinical overview as very local, contingent, context dependent and
material. It further accentuates the focus from Distributed Cognition on materiality and its central
position in the creation process. Likewise, it emphasises the very collective element of the process
of creating clinical overview, where the outcome is very much dependent on what other people do,
say or mean.

Five conceptual pairs outlining clinical overview
Another way of conceptualising the creation of clinical overview is by arranging the empirical data
in concepts or categories which emerge inductive from the data material. Such inductive way of
analysing the empirical data and categorising the data according to different aspects of the creation
process were found to have explanatory power in understanding the creation of clinical overview.
The empirical material and analysis revealed the existence of many different aspects involved in the
creation of clinical overview. In the following, five conceptual pairs are presented which outline
different dimensions of overview. The pairs are not to be seen as dichotomous concepts, but rather
as poles which in practice may be intertwined and difficult to separate. Nor are they necessarily
mutually exclusive. They point out aspects that form and inform physicians’ situated achievement
of overview.
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The five axes spanning different aspects of overview

Historical overview and Here&now overview: Historical overview refers to a chronological
understanding of the patient’s history going back as far as deemed relevant by the physician and the
problem at hand. Here&now overview is concerned with the present status of the patient – what is
the situation right now?
Shared overview and individual overview: This conceptual pair illustrates an axis from the entire
ward trying to assess all of the patients, to the individual physician preparing for a patient during
ward round or in the outpatient clinic.
Comprehensive overview and minimal overview: The golden standard with regard to overview is
often perceived as a complete overview, but most of the physicians talked about a sufficient
overview, which enables them to act. They did not seek to establish a complete overview for its
own sake. Several factors influence the degree of comprehensiveness needed in the creation of
overview and what counts as a comprehensive overview is very much context dependent. It could
be comprehensive or minimal depending on the specific contexts.
Collaborative and single-handed creation of overview: The process of creating clinical overview
and making decisions about future plans and actions for a patient is usually not a single-handed
process. The complex and non-linear process is a constant interplay between conversation and
collaboration with colleagues and more single-handed individual processes.
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Experienced and novice: Early in the data collection, it became evident that experience is central to
the creation of clinical overview. Virtually all the interviewed physicians had the perception that
experience enabled the physician to sort and prioritise the extensive amount of information more
easily and more quickly than the more inexperienced physicians.
The proposed conceptual pairs are meant as analytical distinctions, which span different dimensions
of what is implicated in the creation of clinical overview. In practice physicians constantly combine
and switch between the dimensions in their work. The concepts are meant to make it possible to talk
about physicians’ experience and practice of creating overview. The conceptual pairs may also
provide an initial analytical framework through which we can understand what clinical overview is
about and how physicians create it, even though they may not exhaust all dimensions of overview
(For more information, se paper 1).

Supporting the creation of clinical overview
Besides trying to conceptualise the notion of overview and the process of creating clinical
overview, a comparative analysis was made between using a paper-based patient record and an EPR
when trying to create clinical overview. The benefits and disadvantages of each artefact in
supporting the creation of overview are briefly outlined below.
As expected, the observations and interviews conducted throughout the PhD study revealed that the
paper-based patient record and the EPR support the creation of clinical overview in different ways
and that both artefacts have advantages and disadvantages in the creation process. One of the most
fundamental changes of shifting from a paper-based patient record to an EPR is the physicians’
access to the patient record. A basic property of paper is that it cannot be present in more than one
place at a time. With the EPR, the physicians no longer had to search for the physical patient record,
if they had access to a computer; they also had access to the entire patient record. This often made
the process of initiating or continuing the creation of overview less problematic than with the paperbased patient record. Likewise, the physicians now had access to patient information and patient
records from other departments in the hospital and from other hospitals in the region. Almost all of
the physicians in the study emphasised this as a huge advantage. When creating an overview easy
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access to a lot of information will provide the physicians with more information when creating an
overview.
Through the observations, it became clear that the opportunity to survey several sources of
information at the same time while trying to create a clinical overview was a commonly used work
routine. In order to create a coherent narrative it is very helpful to be able to juxtapose different
information sources. The paper-based patient record and the EPR have different ways of supporting
this requirement. When using a paper-based patient record, the physicians were able to see test
results and medication on a computer screen and at the same time read the progress notes in the
paper-based record. It was also a possibility to juxtapose several paper sheets from the record on the
table. With the EPR followed the opportunity to survey all information from the patient record on a
computer screen and in principle having an infinite number of windows open and juxtaposed at the
same time. An important issue here is the size of the computer screen. If the screens are too small,
this opportunity is not supported in optimal ways.
Order in the record and an updated record is an essential prerequisite if the physicians are going to
be able to find certain information and create an overview. Both the paper-based patient record and
the EPR create order by implementing different structures to the record and by means of these
structures helping the physicians to locate information. The problem with the paper-based patient
record was that the sheets of information were not always in the right place and sometimes they
were not in the record at all, because some one had removed them or they had not reached the
record yet. As opposed to this, information stays in the same place once entered in the EPR and the
physicians emphasised that the EPR would almost always be updated. Once information had been
registered in the record, the physicians could access this information.
Some of the physicians pointed to the lack of typographic options in the EPR as a great obstacle for
the creation of clinical overview. In the paper-based record the secretaries would highlight text and
place the text in a number of locations through insertions in the text, right positioning of the text,
bold text etc. These types of typographic conventions made it easy for the physicians to find
specific information. In the EPR the typographic options were limited. In line with this, several of
the physicians mentioned the option of making personal markings in the record as a valuable
resource in the creation of overview and this option was only available with the paper-based record.
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With personal markings, the physicians could go through a large amount of information marking up
what seemed important and relevant and afterwards easily extract this information in the process of
creating clinical overview.
The search function in the EPR was used by some of the physicians and most of them found it quick
and easy to use. So instead of going through lots of pages in the paper-based patient record, they
could now click through different links provided from the search. The search function is a special
element of the distributed socio-technical system which is very different from the paper-based
patient record and in many ways it points to a new way of creating an overview. The option to
visualise various test results through graphic presentation is also a new element of the distributed
socio-technical system used by the physicians in creating an overview. The graphic presentations in
the EPR were perceived as very intuitive and as a quick way to juxtapose various information.
Another specific feature in the EPR is the “clicking” through different pages or windows. Some of
the physicians felt that they had to click many times to get to the information they were looking for
or had to open and close many windows on the computer screen. One of the problems when
clicking through the EPR was the issue of delay. Every time the physicians made a click in the EPR,
it would take a couple of seconds before the new screenshot was available.
Some elements of the overview process were more or less untouched or unchanged by the
implementation of the new EPR system. Conversation with colleagues and patients is a central
element in the creation of clinical overview and the change in media does not seem change the
content or extent of these conversations. Likewise, personal notes on paper also remain central to
the creation of clinical overview. The personal notes are written on a piece of paper or in a
notebook and are for private use only. It seems like the first coherent narrative about the patient
manifests itself on these personal notes and the information starts to gather around a potential plot.
These notes are multifunctional and highly flexible and, therefore, probably difficult to replace in
the EPR. An example of a physician’s notes can be seen below. The notes are scribbled on a printed
list of the team’s patients, with information about diagnosis, treatment plan, nutrition, acute
problems etc. The list is printed from the EPR.
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As the above section shows, some work conditions stayed more or less the same after the transition
to the EPR, while others changed. Both the paper-based patient record and the EPR have elements
that support the creation of clinical overview and elements that interrupt the process (For more
information, se paper 2).

Use and non-use of an overview interface
One solution to the challenge of presenting information in an information intensive environment
like a hospital is to design a dedicated overview interface for example in the EPR system. A
dedicated overview interface was designed in the EPR under study in the present dissertation. An
study was conducted to investigate the use of this overview interface and for more information
about this study, please consult the method section or paper 4. The observations and interviews
conducted in the first phases of the study of overview in general revealed that very few of the
physicians were using this interface to create an overview of patient cases and patient histories.
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Looking on numeric data from the system vendor about use of the overview interface across the
entire region, it became apparent that the overview interface was used, but that the majority of the
departments used it three times or less on average a day (79%). One third of the departments using
the overview interface most were anesthesiological departments, one fourth were outpatient clinics,
while the remaining departments cover a variety of specialisations and functions. After determining
the spread of the use of the overview interface an investigation of reasons for use and non-use of the
overview interface was conducted. The results are presented in the next sections.
Many studies about overview interfaces are investigating the layout and design of interfaces in
order to optimise the user experience regarding the interface (indsæt nogle eksempler). In general,
the design and layout of the overview interface, investigated in this study, were not a pressing issue
for the physicians to discuss in relation to their use or non-use. Many of the physicians that used the
overview interface said they liked or had grown accustomed to the interface’s appearance. The
majority of non-users represented the same view even though some of them had minor complains
about the layout and design of the interface and these complains were not the main reasons for their
non-use.
The interviews revealed a clear trend that departments using the overview interface most frequently,
were departments that could rely on standard information in the majority of their contacts with
patients and they seldom needed to look far back into the patient’s history. On the contrary,
physicians with complicate and long-term patient cases, which sometimes included multiple
diagnoses and the need for historical information, were not frequent users of the overview interface.
According to the interviews, their common reason for not using the overview interface was its
inability to encompass a complex patient history.
Most of the physicians in this part of the study were concerned about the completeness or
trustworthiness of data presented in the overview interface. The physicians argued that, if the data
was not entirely trustworthy, they would rather examine all the different data sources themselves to
ensure that no information was overlooked. Many of the physicians questioned their own and their
colleagues’ ability (or willingness) to adhere to a structured documentation practice and were
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therefore afraid of overlooking information that has been entered incorrectly and therefore not
displayed in the overview interface.

Recapitulating the results
The attempt to conceptualise the notion of clinical overview has proven to be a difficult task. The
complex, heterogeneous, local, context dependent, collective and material nature of the creation
process makes a clear cut definition of clinical overview impossible. In spite of this, the results
presented above conceptualise different elements of the overview process and propose the term
Distributed Plot-Making to capture some of these elements. An attempt to make the process of
creating clinical overview more visible was made by comparing the process of creating clinical
overview with the process of creating scientific facts as understood within ANT. This comparison
helps in highlighting some central features in the overview process and at the same time a main
point in Latour and Woolgar’s analysis of the creation of scientific facts is precisely that the process
is very local, heterogeneous and context dependent.
The empirical data and the analysis of these have also revealed that the creation of clinical overview
is closely related to the process of clinical reasoning and that the two processes do not make sense
without each other. The physicians create an overview to be able to make sense of the patient
history and all the information present, and they are not really capable of making sense or doing
reasoning without some kind of overview. On the other hand the reasoning process informs the
creation of an overview and the two processes are intertwined making it difficult to separate them
from each other. This might help to understand why the support of the creation of clinical overview
can be so difficult, since it indeed is part of a reasoning process and hence not something which
appears in a specific moment in time and which can be supported separate from the clinical
reasoning process.
Furthermore, the results showed that both the paper-based patient record and the EPR had
advantages and disadvantages in supporting the creation of clinical overview. The investigation of
the use and non-use of an overview interface showed that it is important to be aware of underlying
factors such as documentation practice and a proper understanding of the system structure, which
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could affect the use. These are factors which may not in the first place be connected with the
artefact under study.
So by means of the empirical data, the interaction with different theories and different analysis of
the data the dissertation has:
x

Conceptualised the creation of clinical overview by suggesting the concept of Distributed
Plot-making supported and elaborated by a comparison between the creation of scientific
facts and the creation of clinical overview.

x

Emphasised different dimension of the creation of clinical overview and conceptualised
these dimensions as stretched out between five poles not mutually exclusive and often
entangled in the creation process.

x

Enhanced some important differences between the paper-based patient record and the EPR
in their ability to support the creation of clinical overview.

x

Stressed some challenges in creating a dedicated overview interface to support the creation
of clinical overview and emphasised the importance of paying attention to underlying
factors affecting the use or non-use of an artefact, factors which are not in the first place
associated with the artefact.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Discussion
Even before the beginning of this PhD project, I was aware that the conceptualising of clinical
overview was not an easy task to accomplish. Even though we all intuitively know what overview is
and we all appreciate the feeling of having an overview, it is as if the notion of overview constantly
escape our attempt to make a clear definition. It is often much easier to articulate or conceptualise
the output of an overview. For example, many of the physicians in the present dissertation
explained that they needed an overview to be able to act, to determine the next potentials actions in
a patient trajectory. But how do they arrive at this particular overview and what is involved in the
process?
The process of creating overview was in focus from the beginning of the project. I was convinced
that the creation of clinical overview was not obtained in a specific situation, in the mind of an
individual person. As data was collected, the process-related nature of obtaining clinical overview
was even clearer and more apparent. The first paper written in the PhD process used the term
“achieving clinical overview”, while the other three papers uses the term “creating clinical
overview”. The more familiar I got with the data and the way physicians work to obtain an
overview, the term “achieving clinical overview” seemed too passive and too positioned in a
specific moment to describe the process of obtaining overview. The term “creating clinical
overview” seemed more appropriated to describe the process-related nature of obtaining clinical
overview. It is something which is created as a very integrated part of the physicians’ daily work
routines and it is an ongoing process, not something which is achieved in a specific moment. This
also led to the realisation that the process of creating clinical overview is closely related to clinical
reasoning and one could even say that the creation of clinical overview is a critical part of the
clinical reasoning process. This situates the creation of clinical overview even more central in
clinical work. The creation of clinical overview is so intertwined with the clinical reasoning process
and the daily work routines that it most often will not benefit from single solutions supporting the
overview process. It is important to think in terms of the process and the different aspects of clinical
overview, as described with the five conceptual pairs, when organising support for the creation of
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clinical overview. Solutions should be sought in all parts of the distributed socio-technical system,
including both the organisation of work and different artefacts.
So in trying to conceptualise the notion of clinical overview I gave it another name – Distributed
Plot-Making. This was not just a trick to conceal the fact that the conceptualising of clinical
overview is difficult or to confuse the readers. This was done to highlight some of the central
features in creating clinical overview. First, it involves a socio-technical or functional system of
distributed actors and artefacts that transmit and compute information in the production of
overview. Second, it involves case-based reasoning in which interpretations and narratives are held
together by plots. This concept points at both the narrative, the socially and the materially
distributed elements involved in the process. The concept also illustrates that since the sociotechnical system is a central part of the process of creating clinical overview and computes
information, it is important to pay attention to the overall system as well as to the specific elements
of that system. Changes in the system or to single elements in the system will create minor or major
changes in the overall socio-technical system and the included processes. Since the socio-technical
system is made up of both humans and non-humans an equal attention is devoted to material as well
as social elements of the system.
The comparison of the creation of scientific facts, as understood within ANT, and the creation of
clinical overview, further stresses the importance of materiality and social interaction in the creation
process. Various inscription devices are central in creating a clinical overview, with the patient
record being the most prominent. Therefore, the change of a central inscription device as the patient
record is not just a replacement of one technology with another; it is a change in the process of
creating clinical overview. The most visible change in the creation process is the replacement of the
paper-based record with a computer screen. At first glance, this replacement is the only really
change in the creation process but a close investigation reveals that the process is changed in the
micro-perspective of creating clinical overview. It is important to pay attention to these microperspectives to optimise the support for the creation of clinical overview. Recognising these
changes, more time than might be expected from a management perspective is probably required to
adapt existing structures to new realities when implementing central inscription devices; and more
resources than expected are undoubtedly needed to constantly secure and support the overview
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process. Even though the inscription device in the end may turn out to support the creation of
clinical overview, the readjustment can be difficult and troublesome.
To expose the process of creating clinical overview as very complex, material, contingent,
heterogenic, context dependent, collective and distributed in a socio-technical system also point to
the question of standardisation of clinical work processes. Requirements like having to follow
guidelines and structures in a very strict manner will most likely prevent physicians from
conducting the overview process in all its complexity. If the structures are too inflexible the creation
of overview will be disrupted. In his book on health information management, Berg (2004)
emphasises the point that to meet the potential of health information systems it requires more
standardisation of work processes, data and decision criteria in health care work. At the same time
Berg believes that “handling patients is too much of an interpersonal and essentially non-standard
activity to become truly “informated” and it is typified by the need to constantly react to contingent
events” (Berg 2004, p. 47). So when trying to implement an EPR, which in many instances will be
more structured and standardised than a paper-based patient record, the physicians will have to
work out how to fit the complex, material and heterogeneous process into these new standards. To a
certain point structure and guidelines can facilitate the process of creating clinical overview by
more or less black-boxing some elements in the process and thereby creating a kind of
recognisability and flow. But as Berg states: “Where does the cut off point” lie? At what point does
the added standardisation pressure become too heavy that the information system can no longer
function?” (Berg 2004, p. 60). It seems as if the physicians need a degree of freedom and
individuality to accommodate the complex process of creating clinical overview. One of Marc
Berg’s points in the discussion on standardisation of health care work is that the patient record
should not mirror the medical work; it should be seen as a tool used in doing this work (Berg 2004).
These theoretically informed understandings of the process of creating clinical overview have been
very helpful in and developed alongside the investigation of clinical overview. However, they were
not always detailed enough to understand and talk about the process of creating clinical overview.
So in a more inductive way five conceptual pairs emerged from the analysis. The concepts were
developed to make it possible to talk about physicians’ experience and practice of creating overview
and they point out aspects that form and inform physicians’ situated achievement of overview. The
five conceptual pairs can be used to remind us that clinical overview is not a one-dimensional
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concept and that the support to create clinical overview must be differentiated according to the
contextual demand and the situated circumstances. They also provide an empirical grounded
language for talking about clinical overview and for investigating the processes connected to the
creation of clinical overview.
These different aspects of clinical overview are supported by a combination of artefacts and social
technologies (dialogues, conferences etc.) but not always in ideal ways. The first thing one must
acknowledge is that the creation of overview is facilitated in different situations, through different
kinds of artefacts and through different presentations of differentially filtered information. This also
means that various artefacts, interactions with colleagues and patients, organisational setups etc. are
equally important to consider. Thus, it is important to consider not only the artefacts, but also the
processes in which the artefacts are involved.
When looking at the five conceptual pairs, one of the most important features for an EPR must be
the flexibility to easily move from a general overview to more detailed information and to be able to
easily shift the time span in the visualisations allowing the physicians to manage the shift in focus
and different needs for filtering information. Overview of single, simple tasks is easy to support:
overviewing the results of the latest blood tests and the patients’ temperature within the latest day
can be facilitated by a graph. However, assessing a patient’s overall situation requires an integrated
combination of various visualisations customised to the specific situation.
When looking closely at the two different, distributed socio-technical systems of the paper-based
patient record and the EPR respectively, it is apparent that they both have advantages and
disadvantages in supporting the creation of clinical overview. Looking at the advantages; paper can
be placed wherever one wishes to and besides whatever seems necessary, it possesses a high degree
of typographic flexibility, and the opportunity to mark up pages in personal ways. The physical
property of paper also divides information on it into sections separated by the physical presence of
pages. A paper page forms a physical space locating information in specific recognisable spots as
belonging to for example “the top right corner on page two”. This physical property provides the
physicians with clues to remember the information by. An example of a highly flexible paper
artefact, with information placed in specific places can be seen below. It is a form used at an
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intensive care unit, containing information about one patient. One of these forms is filled in during a
24 hours time span.

On the other hand, EPR systems provide quick and easy access to a lot of information; once
information is entered in the record, they stay in place; and information is often updated due to real
time entry. If the system functions, the records are never lost; if you have access to a computer, you
have access to the record. The search function and automated graphic presentations are new
possibilities introduced with an EPR system.
The analysis revealed that the process of creating clinical overview benefits from visual supporting
points of reference in the record by helping the physicians to identify relevant and important
information, and as for now it seems as if the paper-based patient record does a better job in
providing these visual supporting points. One explanation to these differences is that paper
possesses a different tangibility than text presented on digital media (Magen 2014, Sellen et al.
2002, Nygren et al. 1992). When a document is on paper, we can for example see how long it is, we
can go through the pages to see how long different sections are, we can mark a page and return to it
later in the information searching etc. (Sellen et al. 2002). Likewise, text on paper is fixated and
does not move around, which makes it easier spatially to remember where a piece of information is
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located. A person reading text on digital media runs the risk of imposing spatial instability to the
text while scrolling through it. This impairs the ability to spatially locate information in a text, an
ability which has been identified as significant to the understanding and retrieving of information
from text (Magen et al. 2013). Given the need for visual supporting points in the creation of clinical
overview and the two media’s different tangibility; it is important to recognise that the need for
typographical options and flexibility is probably even more important when presenting information
on digital media. Similarly, Magen et al. (2013) found that the dual task of clicking or shifting
between two or more windows on the same computer screen increases the cognitive challenge
posed to the reader (Magen et al. 2013).
So when looking at a practical micro-perspective on the retrieval and location of information, it
seems as if the EPR poses some challenges to the user in terms of “blurring” the information, not
making them stand out and differentiating one from the other. Sellen and Harper highlight another
micro-perspective on paper by drawing the attention to paper being highly flexible within a small
space. When for example working on the computer writing a document it is possible at the same
time to spread all kinds of paper documents on the desk, allowing the author of the document to
consult numerous documents while writing. They state that “while desk space is limited, it is not
nearly as constraining as the screen” (Sellen et al. 2002, p. 61). Likewise, Heath and Luff point to
the importance of micro-mobility, which “concerns the way in which an artefact can be mobilised
and manipulated for various purposes around a relatively circumscribed or “at hand” domain” (Luff
et al. 1998, p. 306).
One of the greatest changes from the paper-based patient record to the EPR is access to the record
and information in the record. With easy access to information, the physicians are supported in
creating a narrative which has the potential to be based on several different information sources and
updated information about the patient history. Also, the process of defining a meaningful plot is in
many cases accelerated. At the same time it also presupposes the ability to develop new
competencies to handle all these information in a meaningful way. For example, new options for
retrieving information about patients are made available in the EPR system. Some physicians in this
study have already changed their way of reading the patient record by making extensive use of the
search function in the EPR and by means of this, are giving the opportunity to sort information
according to specific topics and thereby filter the information by relevance. This could help focus
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the overview process and thereby facilitating information retrieval for a specific narrative. On the
other hand, going through the patient record, looking for specific information about a patient could
make the physicians stumble on other information not anticipated which happen to support or deny
the plot he or she is trying to establish (Nygren et al. 1992).
So the paper-based patient record and the EPR system have different affordances in supporting the
creation of clinical overview and instead of seeing paper and EPR systems as competing
technologies, it may make sense to understand them as supplemental and trying to maximise their
different abilities. Sellen and Harper’s book “The myth of the paperless office” concludes that “the
relation between digital technologies and paper in office life is much more complex than one might
think. Often, it seems that the new technologies shift the point at which paper is used rather than
replacing its use altogether” (Sellen et al. 2002, p. 16). One of the elements in the book is an
investigation of the use of paper in knowledge work and they conclude that the use of paper was
chosen when a job for example requires that you settle down and “get into” a report because it
allows the person to mark up the papers and to make all sorts of jottings on them. This marking up
on paper provided a richness of representation that the electronic system they used did not support
(Sellen et al. 2002, p. 62). With the implementation of the new EPR system, the physicians under
investigation in the present dissertation were almost from day one denied the opportunity to use
paper in their daily work routines. Of course, if they insisted they could print everything and read it
on paper, but they were presented with an objective of transforming to a system without paper.
However, one piece of paper that the implementation of the new EPR system did not manage to
squeeze out of the daily working routines was the physicians personal notes on paper. These notes
on paper remained central for the creation of clinical overview, because the use of paper and pen
provides for flexible and individual annotations and storage of information without the limitations
of a fixed template. Such flexibility and individualised use seems difficult to translate to the EPR
and its screen and keyboard. Also, the personal notes on paper make critical information accessible
where and when the physician needs it. In this way, paper makes information accessible and
tangible (Sellen et al. 2002). In a study of documentation in an emergency department, Chen
experienced a very similar use of paper notes among the working physicians, calling these notes
transitional artefacts which retained information not yet ready to be formally written in the EPR.
She argues that the notes the physicians write down on paper, helps them to remember and
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reconstruct the patient history (Chen 2010). The flexibility of the personal notes allows the
physicians to gather information and construct the first preliminary narrative about a patient in a
very personal manner, not restricted by a predefined template or any other structure in the patient
record. Likewise, Sellen and Harper emphasise that the process of taking notes is critical when
knowledge workers tries to arrange their thoughts (Sellen et al. 2002).
Another critical element in the creation of clinical overview, regardless of which record is used, is
conversation with colleagues. Physicians often collect a large amount of information about their
patients in various ways and by means of various artefacts. But it is often during conversation with
colleagues that this information is transformed into a meaningful narrative about the patient, which
enables the physicians to make decisions about future actions. Often physicians have qualified
hypotheses about diagnoses and treatment plan and then use the conversations to challenge or
confirm these. Since verbal communication is often more contextual and nuanced than written
communication (Svenningsen 2004), the conversations between physicians thus support the critical
task of contextualising information about patients and thereby creating a context sensitive narrative.
Berg makes the point that while much is written about what happens between patient and physicians
during conversation, very little is known about the way clinicians communicate with each other in
spite of the fact that approximately 60 percent of clinical time is devoted to talk and about 50
percent of information requests by clinicians is met by colleagues (Berg 2004, p. 100). On the basis
of this he claims that “the biggest information repository in health care work lies within the people
working in it and the biggest information system is the web of conversations that link the actions of
these individuals” (Berg 2004, p. 104). Hence, it is important to support conversation between
physicians, regardless of which media they are working with, by organising the work flow in ways
that allows them to meet and talk. That said, the new EPR system is better in supporting
conversations taking place “on a distance”, than is the paper-based patient record. With the EPR,
the physicians have access to the patient record from multiple locations and with multiple
physicians looking at the same information at the same time. This allows the physicians to access
the information about a patient during conversation and not rely on another physician to recount and
filter the information.
A specific way of trying to support the creation of overview is by designing dedicated overview
interfaces. In the present PhD study, an overview interface was investigated as an integrated part of
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the physicians’ daily clinical practice. The actual design and layout of this overview interface was
of little concern to the physicians. Minor changes was suggested or requested, but for the majority
of physicians, the layout was not decisive in their decision to use or not use the interface.
Instead, it seems as if some work flows or work practices benefit more from an overview interface
than others. In the present study, departments that need almost the same kind of information in their
patient consultations used the overview interface most frequently. In contrast, physicians dealing
with very complex patient histories found it difficult to use the overview interface for creating a
comprehensive or historical overview. Complex patient cases can be different on a variety of
parameters and hence make it difficult to predict what kind of information is needed from patient to
patient in order to create an overview.
The narrative nature of creating clinical overview might help to explain the minimal use of the
overview interface among physicians treating very complex patients. The physicians’ progress
notes, written in a free text format, using natural language, is most likely to support the creation of
narratives better than an interface presenting data in a more fragmented way. As Marc Berg writes,
a free text entry is a “highly efficient mode of transmitting stories” (Berg 1999, p. 58). Rosenbloom
et al. cite studies that have shown that clinical notes in natural language have been more accurate
and reliable for identifying patients with a given diseases and more understandable for clinicians
reviewing the patient record (Rosenbloom et al. 2011). The chronological and narrative framework
of the progress notes, which contextualises information about the patient and provides a
recognisable context for interpretation, does not exist to the same extent in the overview interface.
Several of the interviewed physicians doubted the completeness of information in the overview
interface. At first glance, it may appear as if this mistrust is connected to a problem with the
construction of or the configuration of the overview interface. But the analysis revealed that the
mistrust most likely is strongly connected to documentation practice and an inadequate
understanding of structures in the EPR, together with difficulties in seeing through the construction
and filtering of information in the overview interface. The design of this kind of overview interfaces
as investigated in the present dissertation builds on a kind of database logic. In order to achieve
complete and correct data output, databases require stringent and structured data input. This in turn
means that in order to fully trust the information in the overview interface, physicians need to agree
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on a structured documentation practice for most patient information and at the same time trust that
their colleagues adhere to this documentation practice. The integration of clinical documentation
into workflows that contain EPR systems has proven to be difficult and many EPR systems do not
help clinicians to document information. To conduct documentation on computers can create new
work practices that do not always fit with the workflow that physicians are familiar with and the
process of documentation can be relatively complex and difficult to understand (Rosenbloom et al.
2011, Johnson et al. 1996, Chen 2010).
So when investigating and evaluating the use of different artefacts it is important to look at the
distributed socio-technical system which they are part of. Factors not directly connected to the
artefact can have decisive impact on the use or non-use of the artefact.

Future perspectives
Based on the findings of the present research, it seems reasonable to conclude that a further
investigation of the creation of clinical overview must build on the assumption that the creation
process is complex, contingent, heterogenic, narrative and context dependent and that it is strongly
integrated with the clinical reasoning process. Working with this realisation also entails that in
trying to support the creation of clinical overview, we need to think further than data presentation.
To present the available data is not enough; for the physicians to create an useful overview. It is
required that data is presented in ways that makes interpretation and sensemaking possible, which
includes thinking about both different artefacts supporting the overview process and various
organisations of work in the distributed socio-technical system which in different ways support the
physicians in creating clinical overview. To fulfil this goal, detailed investigations of the work
processes in which the overview is created are a necessity.
One possible way of improving the presentation of data in ways that make interpretation and
sensemaking possible, is to make a stronger connection between research concerned with reading
and understanding text presented respectively in digital media and on paper. By recognising the
process of creating clinical overview as a process of reasoning and interpretation the design and
configuration of EPR systems could benefit from incorporating this kind of research in the
development of these systems.
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Another research area that needs to be explored further is the co-existents of paper and health
information systems. Instead of regarding paper and health information systems as competing
technologies, the physicians would probably benefit from using both technologies in combination,
shifting from one technology to another when appropriated. In the present dissertation, the EPR
under investigation was almost always read and used on a computer screen and more often than not
on a stationary computer. So when investigating the co-existence of paper and health information
systems, other technologies like tablets, Smart phones or other devices should be investigated
alongside, to learn how they can contribute to the creation of clinical overview, but not necessarily
with the goal of replacing paper. Careful considerations needs to be taken, to ensure proper
documentation and patient safety alongside with the physicians’ opportunity to use the technologies
they find fit to solve whatever task at hand.
As a final remark it seems appropriate to mention that none of the physicians included in the present
PhD study want to go back to use the paper-based patient record in their daily clinical work.
Despite the different challenges they encounter, they all se a potential in the ERP to support the
creation of clinical overview. So it is not a question of returning to the “good old paper-based
patient record” or a question of render visible the draw backs of using the EPR – it is a question of
finding the solutions that support the physicians in creating clinical overview, with the EPR being a
central element in this process but properly not the only element.
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Abstract: This paper investigates how physicians create overview of patient cases through a
comparative analysis of physicians’ work practices. Based on observations of physicians and
interviews with physicians on overview, we analyse what overview is to physicians and how they
create it by the use of different socio-technical systems (paper-based and electronic patient records).
We propose to conceptualise the creating of overview as ‘distributed plot-making’ drawing on the
theory of distributed cognition and narrative theory: Distributed cognition focuses on the role of
artefacts, humans and their interaction in information processing, while narrative theory focuses on
how humans create narratives through the construction of plots. Hence, the concept of distributed
plot-making highlights the distribution of information processing between different social actors
and artefacts, as well as the filtering, sorting and ordering of information into a narrative made
coherent by a plot. The comparative analysis shows that paper-based and electronic patient records
enable the creation of overview in different ways and that both have disadvantageous and beneficial
characteristics. In the light of the current move towards electronic patient records, we point to the
ways in which benefits of paper can be carried over into the electronic patient record as well as
ways in which the possibilities of digital artefacts can be explored more.
Keywords: comparative analysis; distributed cognition; distributed plot-making; electronic paper
records; narrative theory; paper-based patient records; qualitative methods
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, hospitals in the Western world have gone through a process where paperbased artefacts have been substituted by different electronic devices and information technology
systems. The Electronic Patient Record (EPR) is one major IT infrastructure implemented at
hospitals. EPRs can be more or less comprehensive and more or less integrated with other hospital
systems. The development of EPR systems began in the USA in the late 1960s and 1970s, and was
developed locally in different hospitals. The first EPR systems in Europe were developed in the
1980s and Denmark followed in the 1990s, and many European countries and Canada, Australia
and New Zeeland followed in the 2000s (Greenhalgh et al. 2013, Dorda et al. 2008, Berner et al.
2005). In 1992 Nygren and Henrikson wrote that it had been a great aim for more than 20 years to
make computerized medical records a central part of hospital information systems, but that the
realization of such systems seems very difficult to achieve (Nygren et al. 1992, p. 1) and in 2009
Greenhalgh et al. concluded that failed EPR programs was still common. EPR systems are general
envisioned to be the means for more efficient healthcare services of a higher quality. The object is
to make health care better, safer, cheaper and more integrated and lost records and all kinds of
errors will be more or less eradicated (Greenhalgh et al. 2009). At the same time, EPR systems have
also been seen as the solution to the need for timely and location-independent access to
comprehensive patient data (Hartswood et al. 2003). All these envisioned improvements were
supposed to support clinical work and enhance the opportunity to create overview over patient
information.
Exactly, the ability to create clinical overview over patient information is crucial to clinical staff.
Work at hospitals is often conducted under intense conditions, and access to relevant and reliable
information is critical. Furthermore, hospital work takes place across departments, teams and shifts,
and physicians often meet a patient for the first time and repeated encounters are most often spread
over time. The ability to quickly comprehend and synthesise many pieces of information into an
overview is something physicians are trained at and continuously improve when working. These
efforts are facilitated in hospitals by various artefacts which have developed over the last hundred
years. The patient record is the most prominent artefact in supporting these efforts, because it holds
nearly all relevant patient information. The infrastructure of patient records therefore has a
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significant impact on clinical work, and the implementation of an EPR will inevitably transform
both its content and organisation (Berg 1999). Despite all the good intentions, studies have shown
that many EPR systems do relatively little to ease the day-to-day problems of clinicians. Hartswood
et al. stats that one of the reasons for this could bee that the EPR systems fail “to take account of the
lived reality of the work in which the information is used” (Hartswood et al. 2003, p. 242). In order
to define and design effective systems a detailed analysis of the activities performed in the work
situations involved is necessary. This would include systematic, comprehensive and critical
assessments of practical EPR use and different experiences with this use (Nygren et al. 1992;
Ellingsen 2003). In line with this lack of support of the day-to-day problems of clinicians, findings
within the CSCW tradition have suggested that EPR system generally supports the secondary use of
clinical data (e.g. administration and research) better than daily clinical work (Greenhalgh et al.
2009).
Given previous problems with designing and implementing EPR systems which support physicians
in their daily clinical work and the importance of creating overview in the clinical setting, it seems
crucial to investigate how the shift from paper-based patient records to EPRs affects the creation of
overview in the daily clinical work setting. This paper aims to analyse how respectively paperbased patient records and EPRs support the creation of clinical overview at hospitals. The aim as
such is not to assess whether the paper-based patient record or the EPR is better than the other in
supporting the creation of clinical overview. This would require a different methodological set-up,
and, as new effects emerge, changes in work activities are difficult to measure, and it is tricky to
determine whether work has become more or less effective (Holden 2011). Rather than a
straightforward substitution of one medium for another, work is reconfigured introducing new
qualities and new risks, and new competences are therefore required, making old ones obsolete
(Vikkelsø 2005). When implementing systems like EPRs, “we need to take seriously the
transformative and not merely the supportive” aspects of EPRs (Ellingsen et al. 2003, p. 92). Thus,
we focus on different aspects of creating clinical overview, some present when both using paperbased patient records and EPRs and some unique for the two systems.
Data was collected during two rounds of ethnographic fieldwork conducted at a hospital ward
before and after an EPR was implemented. The shift from paper-based patient records to EPRs
made it possible to study work routines and processes which were not visible under ‘normal’
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conditions, as situations of change or ‘breakdown’ often highlight background assumptions and
mechanisms. The focus of both rounds was primarily on physicians, who are ultimately responsible
for the work conducted in hospitals. However, as should be evident from our understanding of
clinical overview, we are aware that the creation of overview is a collaborative and communicative
process involving other hospital professions such as nurses especially, but also, for example,
laboratory staff and physiotherapists. Conceptually, we propose ‘distributed plot-making’ to
theoretically conceptualise what it means to create an overview.
2 Related work
A survey of articles related to EPRs published in the International Journal of Medical Informatics,
the Journal of the American Informatics Association and related fields such as Computer Supported
Cooperative Work identified few studies that focus on how physicians create an overview. Studies
have been conducted on cognitive aspects of the transition phase following the shift from paperbased patient records to EPRs, and these points to information access as the greatest advantage of
the shift (Holden 2011, Berg 1999, Miller and Sim 2004, Doyle et al. 2012, Laitinen et al. 2014). A
basic difference is that whereas paper-based patient records can only be present at one physical
location at a time and only be accessed by physicians present at the same physical location, EPRs
enable physicians to access information anywhere at any time and retrieve information easier (Berg
1999). Further, the information is often more up to date due to, for example, real-time entry of
results. This and the convenience of not having to search for paper records have in some studies
shown to lead to time efficiency and an increased awareness of patient’s situations (Holden 2011,
Miller and Sim 2004, Doyle et al. 2012, Laitinen et al. 2014).
At the same time, some performance disadvantages are involved in the shift from paper-based
patient records to EPRs. First, information can be difficult to find and access for a number of
reasons, including overload of information and having to switch back and forth between different
systems and numerous screens (Holden 2011, Miller et al. 2009). Early research in the two medias
also showed that reading from a screen is substantially slower than reading from paper (Nygran et
al. 1992). Also, some physicians experienced fragmentation of data, making it difficult to see trends
in patient information (Holden 2011, Bansler et al. 2013, Bossen 2006). Furthermore, the
physicians lost the ability to manipulate the records the way they were used to, adding personal
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markings to the record, placing paper sheets in different positions and the like (Holden 2011). In
this connection, some studies stress the cognitive importance of data presentation and typographic
options and flexibility (Bansler et al. 2013, Miller et al. 2009).
As previous research has shown, paper has affordances that are difficult to translate into digital
media (Berg & Toussaint 2002, Luff et al. 1992). One important affordance is papers flexibility
(Militello et al. 2015) while structured documentation in EPR’s can be perceived as inaccurate and
inadequate or inflexible (Laitinen et al. 2014). According to standardisation, Hartswood et al. stats
that the “requirements for speed and flexibility in interaction with the record may be at odds with
the wider goals for consistency, standardisation, structure and completeness” (Hartswood et al.
2003, p. 244) behind many EPR systems. Flexibility in the paper-based record is expressed in many
different ways. The documents in the record have different shapes and can be marked with different
signs and colours. Nygren et al. found that the paper record “can in this way be seen as multidimensional, coded in terms of shapes, colours and pictures and structured but not strictly
formalized” (Nygren et al. 1992, p. 2). The different graphical layouts thus give visual clues of
where to find specific documents in the record. The thickness of the record or the colour of the
paper can initiate the choice of strategy for information searching (Nygren et al. 1992). Nygren et
al. have interviewed physicians claiming that they “recognised the patient and her situation just by
seeing the paper folder itself from a distance” (Nygren et al. 1992, p. 7). For information systems to
become a success or to be used it is important to build flexibility into its structure (Lecluijze et al.
2014). This is not an easy task, and an interview conducted by Miller et al. with system vendors,
found that ‘the task of designing easy-to-use software for knowledge workers is a challenge that
spans the software industry beyond health care, and the vendors doubt that any ‘silver bullet’
technology will change this in the near future” (Miller and Sim 2004, p. 119).
In the following, we will first outline our conceptual understanding of ‘creating overview’ and
propose ‘distributed plot-making’ as a conceptual framing for analysing this process. Second, we
will conduct a comparative analysis of paper-based patient records and EPRs’ ability to support the
creation of overview. Finally, we discuss the merits and disadvantages of respectively the paperbased patient record and the EPR.
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3 Distributed plot-making
‘Overview’ is a complex and tricky phenomenon to investigate and it is conceptually difficult to
disentangle and specify. Through previous studies of clinical overview (Ref. anonymised for review
purposes) we have formulated an understanding of clinical overview which draws on different
theoretical approaches, which we outline in the following. Clinicians solving problems and creating
an overview are instances of ‘reflexive practitioners’ as described by Schön (1983). To a great
extent, this process of reflection builds on scientific knowledge, but its application and use is part of
a reflective dialogue with the context, the materials and the special circumstances forming a
situation (Schön 1983, p. 133).

In line with this, Montgomery (2006) labels the process of clinical problem-solving ‘case-based
reasoning’, where the physician treats every patient as a unique case in a circular, interpretative and
narrative process. (Montgomery 2006). Narrative theory within healthcare has been pursued by
Mattingly especially. She argues that narrative plays a central role in clinical work and it does not
only function as a retrospective account of past events but also a form clinicians an patients impose
on clinical time. According to Mattingly, It is not only told stories which have a narrative structure
but also social actions it self. The narrative is created in the clinical setting and through its relations
and it is made on the basis of the available resources in the setting and tailored to the specific
context (Mattingly 1994). In this perspective, medical narratives guide future actions and provide a
historical context in which specific actions emerge as the most likely next step (Mattingly 1998;
1994). Physicians use this narrative to make sense of a patient’s situation, ordering his or her illness
history and investigating possible cause-effect relationships within the narrative framework
(Bansler et al. 2013). The construction of a narrative is not something added by an outside observer.
Instead it is a significant portion of the clinical encounter (Brody 1994). Physicians have to choose
between various fragmented pieces of patient information to create a medical narrative, which will
put to the forefront some information and filter out or downplay other information. In the process,
physicians try to create a coherent plot that will make the narrative meaningful. In the medical
narrative, this plot will most often consist of a diagnose with its causal explanations of relations,
possible interventions and likely outcomes (Mønsted 2011). Hence, plot-making can be seen as a
central element in constructing narratives in the clinical work
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The importance of materials and the specifics of the situation, was already mention in connection
with Schön’s concept of the reflexive practitioner. This is investigated in more detail by Hutchins
and colleagues, who through the theory of Distributed Cognition argue that cognition is not only a
mental activity, but distributed across various artefacts and social organisation. Unlike traditional
theories on cognition, Distributed Cognition sees cognition as a process located beyond the
individual. It includes interactions between people and interactions with different resources and
materials. The central unit of analysis is the functional system or the socio-technical system, which
is a collection of individuals and artefacts and it features all the relations between these individuals
and artefacts, emerging when they work out cognitive challenges (Rogers et al. 1994, Hollan et al.
2000). Focus in distributed cognition is on the way in which information is transmitted between
team members in the functional system, and how knowledge is produced and transformed through
and across these artefacts when information is processed (Rogers et al. 1994).
Based on the above theories, we see clinicians as reflexive practitioners engaged in case-based
reasoning when creating overview where the creation of narratives is achieved by finding plots or
diagnoses that highlight some and background other information. Work materials and artefacts are
part of this process and comprise together with clinicians a socio-technical, distributed cognitive
system performing computations or information processing. A shift in working materials will most
likely affect the overall cognitive process, just as a shift in clinicians’ reasoning most likely will
entail a redesign of the artefacts involved. Creating an overview has, according to this approach, at
least two central features. First, it involves case-based reasoning in which interpretations and
narratives are held together by plots. Second, it involves a sociotechnical or functional system of
distributed actors and artefacts that transmit and ‘compute’ information in the production of
knowledge. To conceptually pinpoint physicians’ creation of overview and incorporate both
features we propose the term ‘distributed plot-making’. In this view, the creation of clinical
overview is a complex, reflective and narrative process in which organisational structures, work
procedures and different artefacts contribute to the processing or computation and must be aligned
in order for this to proceed smoothly.
4 Research setting and methods
4.1 Setting
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The study was conducted in a university hospital ward for the treatment of liver and bowel diseases.
The ward employs 135 clinical staff, including 24 physicians, and has 22 beds and an outpatient
clinic with approximately 14,000 appointments a year. The ward was chosen for this study because
of the complexity and long patient histories of the patients affiliated with the ward. Since the aim
was to study the creation of overview, a complex environment was preferred to ensure that the
physicians were challenged in this process.
Before the implementation of the EPR, the physicians and the other professions in the ward used a
combination of paper-based and digital artefacts because some of the information used by the
physicians when trying to create an overview had already been digitised. The most frequently used
digital artefacts included a module for laboratory test results and a module for patient medication.
Diagnostic imaging was also digitised, though these were also printed and placed in the paper-based
patient record. The paper based record consisted of a paper sleeve containing loose sheets of paper
organised by means of different tabs, which divided the record into various sections for different
information. The physicians’ progress notes was the most used section by the physicians. The
progress notes were further structured in different ways, using typography to mark selected parts on,
for example, diagnosis, new medication and discharge.

The EPR comprises modules for booking, ordering laboratory tests and receiving test results,
prescribing and administering medication, administrating patients and documenting clinical work.
The EPR modules are integrated and use the same database and exchange information seamlessly.
This means that a module replacing all paper-based records documenting the work of the
physicians, nurses, occupational and physiotherapists, midwives and so on was introduced. After
implementing the new EPR system, the most used section by the physicians was still the progress
notes, now in a window labelled ‘Read record’.
4.2 Data collection
The first round of data was collected in the year before the implementation of the EPR, while the
second round of data collection started six months after the implementation and continued for four
months. The majority of data was generated through field observations and interviews.
Observations and interviews were chosen for their complementary value. Field observations are
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well suited for the study of everyday activities in a given context (Bourgeault et al. 2010,
Hammersley and Atkinson 1995, Roth et al. 2004). On the other hand, interviews can provide
insight into things that cannot be easily observed. For example, some aspects of decision-making
and clinical reasoning may be easier to describe than to observe. (Holden 2011).
Around 95 hours of observation, distributed over 20 days, were conducted by the first author, who
followed the physicians around, observing their work. All observations were conducted in the
morning or in the afternoon.
Observations focused on physicians’ actions and interactions with other staff and artefacts with a
view to identifying situations where a sense of overview was important and determining how
overview was created and which factors hindered or supported this process. The researcher sought
to be as nonintrusive as possible, so as to reduce the disturbance generated by the presence of the
researcher, but when necessary and appropriate clarifying questions were posed and small informal
interviews conducted. Fieldnotes were taken, to capture actions both vocal and non-vocal.
Following in the ethnographic tradition, the researcher kept the scope of the notes wide, and the
notion of ‘thick description’ guided the way data was recorded (James Clifford 1990). Following
each period of observation, fieldnotes were transcribed and entered into Nvivo, a piece of software
for indexing and analysing qualitative data. An interpretive process took place during the
observations, where the researcher and the physicians collaborated on the interpretation. Likewise,
the fieldnotes were examined throughout the observation period to identify relevant and interesting
themes and topics. This approach made it possible to study the identified themes more carefully in
subsequent observations.
In addition, 13 interviews with physicians were conducted by the first author to get more in-depth
information about the way physicians understand the concept of clinical overview, their thoughts
about creating a clinical overview and their understanding of the underlying cognitive processes. To
initiate a conversation about issues that can be difficult to articulate the researcher would provide
examples from the observation study, thus giving the researcher and the physician some specific
situations to discuss and elaborate on. Four of the physicians were interviewed twice, once before
the implementation of the EPR and once after the implementation. The main inclusion criterion for
the selection of interviewees was a diversity of medical experience. The interviewees included six
males and three females with experience at the ward ranging from six months to 20 years. All
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interviews lasted around one hour, were recorded and subsequently transcribed verbatim and
entered into Nvivo.

The researcher’s presence at the ward might in some way have affected the physicians and their
way of looking upon and talking about their work. The researcher tried not to disturb the physicians
in their work, but as the physicians were aware of the scope of the study they are likely to have paid
more attention to work performances and aspects of creating clinical overview than normally.

4.3 Analysis
The analysis is inspired by Grounded Theory, which means that codes and themes are developed
inductively from the data material (Kvale and Brinkmann 2009). The concept of ‘in vivo codes’ is
used in Grounded Theory to refer to the idea of coding data as closely as possible to the empirical
material, taking words and sentences directly from the material. The codes that emerged in the first
process of analysis in the present study were not actually in vivo codes, but they were closely based
on the empirical material. The names of the codes were identified by the observer and were not
taken directly from the empirical material (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995, Coffey and Atkinson
1996). The analysis process in many ways followed what Coffey and Atkinson have named ‘the
coding and retrieving strategy’ (Coffey and Atkinson 1996).
Even though the aim of this study is not to generalise on all EPRs, for which reason the findings
may not be truly ‘generalisable’, they are nevertheless probably transferrable. The objective of this
study is not to identify all consequences of implementing an EPR in a hospital; instead, it focuses
on the physicians and their ability to create a clinical overview. This means that a lot of
consequences and effects following the implementation of the EPR are left untouched by the
present analysis. On the other hand, the topic of overview is studied in detail.
The coding was conducted trying to identify difficulties and benefits in creating clinical overview
using respectively an EPR and a paper-based patient record. When looking at the identified codes,
13 themes emerged covering issues which were important for the physicians’ possibility to create an
overview. Most themes were constructed by more than one code and in some instances
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incorporated both difficulties and benefits of the two artefacts. The themes were then organised
under four headlines indicating that some aspects of creating clinical overview stayed more or less
the same, some aspects are decisive using both artefacts, but performed differently, some aspects
are specific for the paper-based patient record and some aspects are specific for the EPR. The
following section will present the findings under these four headlines presented above
5 Findings
In the following sections the findings concerning respectively the paper-based patient record and
the EPR’s ability to support the creation of clinical overview is outlined. As mentioned above, the
findings are presented under four headlines which compile attributes of the two artefacts with
decisive impact on the creation of clinical overview.
5.1 Enduring elements of achieving an overview
5.1.1 Dialogue
Dialogue and conversations with colleagues and patients are central to the creation of clinical
overview when using paper-based records as well as EPRs and the change in media does not change
the content of the dialogue (Ref. anonymised for review purposes; Atkinson 1995). The physicians
discuss specific patients, diagnoses, the interpretation of test results and treatment plans, and they
do quick and sketchy audits of patients. These conversations can take place anywhere inside or
outside the ward and are often not planned beforehand. More organised and thorough conversations
about patients typically take place at the daily conferences. The physicians often talk about
symptoms and illness histories together with the patients. Hence, conversations are central in
arriving at meaningful narratives and in determining a suitable plot. Physicians and their colleagues
are central elements in the distributed socio-technical system transporting, transforming and
computing information through conversations.
5.1.2 Notes on paper
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Personal notes on paper also remain central to the creation of a clinical overview (ref. anonymised
for review purposes). The personal notes are written on a piece of paper or in a notebook and are for
private use only. They are not saved or entered into the official patient record. Nothing in the
observations or interviews conducted for this study indicates that the use of personal notes changed
after the implementation of the EPR. In the interviews all the physicians revealed that they still rely
on personal notes to create an overview. These notes are multifunctional and flexible and, therefore,
probably difficult to replace, at least the EPR does not appear to have a function which can replace
these.

The physicians’ notes on paper also make information portable and enable it to move between more
or less fixed objects such as, for example, the computer and the patient. The fact that the notes play
a central role in the creation of clinical overview is obvious from the quotation below, expressed by
a physician after the implementation of the EPR:

It has many functions (paper with notes on). Its primary function is that together with the
information already on it and the information I have updated from the EPR, then I know what
kind of patient it is, what kind of patient I'm walking in to. That I have an exact overview of the
patient I'm responsible for. What's wrong with him? Which tests have been conducted? Which
examinations await an answer? Then I have written down on the paper the answers from x-ray,
from blood test, from stool samples, from everything he has attended. There is also a treatment
plan, which I have updated myself. When I talk to the patient, I write this information down as
well. (Female physician, four years of experience in the ward)

It seems like the first coherent narrative about the patient manifests itself on these personal notes
and the information starts to gather around a potential plot and sometimes these preliminary
narratives have competing plots. It is a version of the narrative which is created before the official
version of the narrative, which is later entered in the patient record.

5.2 Enduring functions performed differently
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As mentioned above, changes in the physicians’ conditions for creating a clinical overview occurred
after the implementation of the EPR. Some changes were caused by paper and IT systems having
specific, different functionalities, while other changes occurred because the same functions were
equally available though in different forms in paper-based patient records and EPRs, respectively.
These last properties will be described in the next sections.
5.2.1 Multiple screenshots
Through the observations, it became clear that the opportunity to survey several sources of
information at the same time while trying to create a clinical overview is a common used work
routine. In order to create a coherent narrative it is very helpful to be able to juxtapose different
information sources in order to analyse information in relevant contexts. This is for example done
to be able to access the patient’s test results and the patient’s progress notes at the same time.
Before implementing the EPR, the ward stored patients’ test results and medicine electronically,
this gave the physician an opportunity to view, for example, test results and medicine on the
computer screen and the patient’s progress notes in the paper record at the same time. In addition,
having information on paper enabled the physicians to place several sheets next to each other. This
way, they could have more than two ‘screenshots’ open at the same time. The following is an
example of a typical situation from the observations before the implementation of the EPR:

The physician enters the office at the intensive care unit to talk to the intensive care physician
about the patient. They find the patient's paper record and open the progress notes. At the same
time they open the patient's test results and medicine on the computer screen. The two
physicians are sitting next to each other with the progress notes between them and the computer
screen in front of them. (Male physician, eight years of experience in the ward)

An EPR can also show more than one screen display at a time. However, the computers used at this
ward only had a small screen, and based on our analysis this seemed to be an obstacle to fulfilling
the true potential of having multiple screenshots open at the same time. If the physicians opened
more than two windows at a time on one screen, the text became too small to read. Typically, they
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opened the patient’s progress notes and then switched between for example test results and
medicine.

5.2.2 Access to the record
One of the most fundamental changes of shifting from a paper-based patient record to an EPR is the
physicians’ access to the patient record. A basic property of paper is that it cannot be present in
more than one place at a time. The advantage of this physical limitation is access control, whereas
the obvious drawback is that access is only provided if the record can be located and is not used by
someone else. Observations before implementing the EPR showed that almost all of the physicians
at least once during each shift spent time looking for a specific record. This process sometimes
obstructed or delayed the creation of clinical overview or forced the physicians to make decisions
without taking into consideration the information that was available in the record.
With the EPR the physicians no longer had to search for the physical patient record, if they had
access to a computer, they also had access to the entire patient record. This often made the process
of getting access to the patient record and initiating or continuing the creation of clinical overview
less problematic than with a paper-based record. The only thing that can limit access to the EPR is
the availability of computers.
A physician expressed it this way:

The main thing is that no one has to look for the records any more. ... You don't have to get
the records out anymore. You can sit at home and read it. Two people can sit in different
locations and read it at the same time. This is a big difference. It really is. (Male physician,
20 years of experience in the ward)

Access to the record and to information in the record is critical when trying to create an overview, a
narrative or a meaningful plot on the best possible foundation.
5.2.3 Order and disorder in the records
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Order within the records is an essential prerequisite if the physicians are going to be able to find
certain information and create an overview. One physician stated it this way:

If everything is in the right place (in the paper-based records), then I will be able to form a
rather comprehensive overview over this patient in five minutes, without knowing him
beforehand. It's not so bad. (Male physician, 16 years of experience in the ward)

The problem is that the sheets of information were not always in the right place in the paper-based
records. As opposed to the EPR where information stays in the same place, sheets of paper and
hence information can get mixed up in a paper-based record. The physicians described how they
sometimes had to go through the entire record to find one piece of paper. There is no ‘search
function’ in the paper-based records helping the physicians find certain information. One physician
described such disorder in this way:

They are placed all kinds of mysterious places in the (paper-based) record. Finding an ECG
or similar is sometimes difficult. They have fixed locations in the record, but they are often
placed somewhere mysterious, so you can’t find them. (Female physician, three years of
experience in the ward)

5.2.4 An updated record
Another important element in the creation of clinical overview, which is closely related to the
subject of order/disorder, is the extent to which information is updated. One physician talked about
the importance of making sure the records were updated. He said:
Well, to create an overview over what is going to happen, it's actually absolutely crucial
that you have updated material in the record. From my point of view that is what defines
whether or not you have an overview. And when I say updated – well, then I mean all of it,
all the stuff that belongs to a record. (Male physician, 16 years of experience in the ward)
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The observations reveal numerous instances of failure to update the material placed in the paperbased records, from the physicians’ progress notes to test results and x-ray descriptions. The
physicians were highly aware of this issue, and while using paper-based records it was a focus area
at the ward:

You could say that we have really made an effort to ensure that things are present in the
record. And actually, it's at constant struggle. (Male physician, 20 years of experience in the
ward)

In contrast, the physicians emphasised their belief that the EPR would almost always be updated.
Once information had been registered in the record, the physicians could access this information.
Paper sheets did not have to travel between departments or from the secretary to the record. Several
of the physicians expressed that descriptions of x-rays and scanning tests, microbiology test results
etc. became accessible much faster with the EPR than with the paper-based records.
5.2.5 Typography
Some of the physicians pointed to the lack of typographic options in the EPR as a great obstacle for
the creation of clinical overview. The problem especially concerned the physicians’ progress notes.
In the paper-based records the secretaries would highlight text and place the text in a number of
locations through insertions in the text, right positioning of the text, bold text etc. Typically
information such as the start and end of admission, operation description, admission history,
medication, decision-making etc. was marked in different ways in the paper-based records. These
types of typographic conventions made it easy for the physicians to find specific information,
because they could focus on one typographic characteristic when looking, for example, for a change
in the patient’s medication. In the EPR the typographic options were limited. Some of the
physicians felt that all of the text in the EPR progress notes was blurry. One physician expressed the
loss of typography in this way:
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But it will be changed in a future update of the system, so we will be able to use a small
amount of the typography we had at our disposal in the paper record. But it is a huge loss
when you go through the record. (Male physician, 20 years of experience in the ward)
Some of the physicians did not mention the lack of typography in the EPR as a problem, and they
found it rather easy to find information in the EPR. The same physicians would often use the search
function in the EPR (more on this below), which points to a shift in the methods for seeking and
finding information.
In an information intensive environment like a hospital, it is important to provide support for
localising critical information. However small these typographic options may seem, they are a very
important part of the distributed socio-technical system helping the physicians to make sense of the
vast amount of information.
5.3 Specific material characteristics: the paper-based patient record
There are many substantial differences between paper as a material for information processing and
the use of an IT-based information system. This section will discuss special characteristics of the
paper-based record in connection with creating a clinical overview. These characteristics were not
transformed or transferred to the EPR.
5.3.1 Personal markings
In connection with the creation of clinical overview several of the physicians mentioned the option
of making personal markings in the record as a valuable resource. So far this option is only
available with paper-based records, and some of the physicians began to miss this option, once the
EPR had been implemented. When going through a paper-based record in order to create an
overview of a specific patient case, the physicians could mark specific pages if they wanted to
return to them later, remember them or highlight them for colleagues. In this way, physicians could
go through a large amount of information marking what seemed important and relevant and
afterwards extract this information in the process of creating a clinical overview. In a way they
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could make their own collections of information. As with the different typographical options, these
personal markings in the record function as a support for localising critical information.
5.3.2 Paper’s physical presence
When the staff at the ward used the paper-based record, some test results and diagnostic imaging
descriptions where printed when ready and, as described earlier, sent from department to
department or from hospital to hospital. When these new paper sheets reached the ward, they were
placed on the cover of the record. This way, they were visible to the first physician to handle the
record.
In connection with the creation of clinical overview the paper sheets on the cover of the paper-based
records functioned as a reminder of test results the physicians were waiting for. When using the
EPR, the physicians received no notification when a description of, for example, a CT scan was
available, which meant that they had to actively look for it in the system and, at the same time,
remember to look for it.
5.4 Specific material characteristics: the EPR
Like paper, EPRs have special characteristics distinguishing them from paper-based records. The
special characteristics emphasised here are the ones that have significance for the creation of
clinical overview.
5.4.1 Access to data and information
Following implementation of the EPR, the physicians now had access to patient information and
patient records from other departments in the hospital and from other hospitals in the region.
Almost all of the physicians in the study emphasised this as a huge advantage. The physicians felt
that they were up to date and had an overview of the patients’ contacts in the healthcare system.
One physician described this as being able to ‘keep pace’ with the patient. During a conversation in
one of the observations a physician talked about one of his patients:
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This patient is also treated [for a different disease] at another hospital and the physician
says that he thinks that there are a lot of challenges in connection with coordinating these
kinds of parallel treatments. He emphasises that it is at huge help now with the EPR, which
makes it possible to access new content in the patient record immediately after the other
hospital has entered it. (Male physician, 16 years of experience in the ward)
Almost all information about a patient is present in the EPR, including nurses’ documentation and
notes. A lot of the hospital’s vital IT systems are integrated in the EPR and the physicians
appreciated not having to open each system separately. The physicians emphasised that the process
of creating an overview of a patient case was facilitated by such easy access to a lot of information.
One physician explained:

Well, we have the record or previous progress notes to proceed from. We have test results.
We have the nurses' measured values from today. And all of it just enters the record, when
answers are available. So we have everything together. (Female physician, six months of
experience in the ward)

When creating an overview or a case-based narrative easy access to information will often support
the creation of a more coherent narrative. On the other hand, during an interview one of the
physicians mentioned the problem of information overload. If a patient had been treated in many
different departments there would be a lot of information in the record which would make it
difficult to find the relevant information.

5.4.2 Search function
The search function in the EPR is used by some of the physicians when trying to create an overview
of patient cases. Most of the physicians’ found it easy and quick to use, and it would only search
through the physicians’ progress notes, not the other parts of the record. So instead of going through
lots of pages in the paper-based record, they could now click through different links provided from
the search. Most of the time they found the suggested links relevant, and it was easy to skip the
links of no relevance. A couple of the physicians disagreed on this view and instead accentuated the
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experience of getting a lot of hits, some of them irrelevant, when searching through the records and
that going through these links interrupted the reading experience. These physicians were not
frequent users of the search function.
One physician explained the usefulness of the search function, when information was not always
documented in separate locations:

It is also possible to see if you have ever been exposed to an endoscopy, but it has not been
recorded anywhere else than in the progress notes. Then you can search for endoscopy (in
the progress notes) and the system goes right back to 2011. It truly is a useful search
function. (Male physician, three years of experience in the ward)
The search function is a special element of the distributed socio-technical system which is very
different from the paper-based patient record and in many ways it points to a new way of creating
an overview or finding a plot.

5.4.3 Graphic overview
The option to visualise various test results through graphic presentations in the EPR was valued by
the physicians. For example, this is done for infections counts, vitamin levels and other blood tests
which are presented in timeline graphs. In the process of creating an overview the graphic
presentations were perceived as very intuitive and a quick way to juxtapose various information.
Like with the typographical options and the personal markings in the paper-based record, these
graphic options help the physicians in creating an overview by highlighting important information.
5.4.4 Clicks at the computer
Some, though not all, of the physicians at the ward talked about the issue of ‘clicking’ in the EPR.
They found that they had to click many times to get to the information they were looking for and go
through many layers before reaching relevant information. In order to compile all the information
needed to create a clinical overview, they also felt that they had to open and close many windows
on the computer screen. One of the problems when clicking through the EPR was the issue of delay.
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Every time the physicians made a click in the EPR, it would take a couple of seconds before the
new screenshot was available. This delay gave them a sense of being interrupted in their lines of
thought. One physician said:

Well, I press approve. Then time goes, it's not a long time, perhaps two-five seconds,
perhaps five seconds is realistic, you know. And .... well that's not a long time, but it's
enough to get you away from your line of thought. When you are in the middle of something.
(Male physician, 20 years of experience in the ward)

5.5 Summary of findings
As the above analysis shows, some work conditions stayed more or less the same after the transition
to the EPR, while others changed. Dialogue with colleagues and patients remains central to creating
a clinical overview, as do the personal notes on paper, which bring together important information
and act as a portable artefact transporting information from one place to another.
Amongst the changes that were found to be beneficial to the creation of overview were a more
quickly updated and ordered patient record; information that stayed in place once entered; and
greater accessibility to the record and to information in the record. Likewise, the possibility of
making graphic representations of data, for example through graphs, was appreciated among the
physicians. Also, the search function in the EPR was emphasised by many physicians as a powerful
tool for finding relevant information.

An advantage of the paper-based patient record was the flexible and individual layout with
numerous typographical options. Several of these typographical features, which facilitated the
physicians’ overview of the records, were lost in the transition to the EPR. These features had
helped the physicians orient themselves and to remember where they could find certain information.
Without these typographical options navigation and orientation in, for example, the physicians’
progress notes became more difficult. Also, the paper-based patient record allowed for personal
markings in the text, making filtering and sorting more flexible. Finally, some physicians found that
the number of clicks necessary to navigate the EPR were too many and interrupted the process of
creating overview.
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6 Discussion
As the above comparative analysis has shown, the two socio-technical systems of the paper-based
and electronic patient records configure the creation of overview in different ways, and hence plotmaking is distributed differently in the two systems. The sorting, filtering and reordering of
information is, in both systems, done via multiple artefacts, work routines and organisation of work.
To understand the process of creating clinical overview and why the artefacts involved in this
process is so important to the creation, we have suggested to conceptualise physicians’ process of
creating overview as ‘distributed plot-making’. This concept points at both the narrative, the
socially and the materially distributed elements involved in the process. This conceptualisation also
implies that since the socio-technical system is part of the process of creating an overview and
computes information, it is important to pay attention to the overall system as well as to the specific
elements of that system. Changes in the system or to single elements will create minor or major
changes in the overall system and process. In the above, we have outlined the different ways in
which the paper-based patient record and the EPR support the creation of clinical overview.
If creating clinical overview is understood as distributed plot-making, this process will benefit from
visual supporting points of reference in the record, since these visual supporting points function as
important elements of the distributed socio-technical system, helping the physicians to identify
relevant and important information and hence identifying relevant plots. As for now, it seems as if
the paper-based patient record dose a better job in providing these visual supporting points than the
EPR dose. For example, physicians complain that the text in ‘Read Record’ (the physicians’
progress notes in the EPR) is blurry and lacks typographical options, which makes it difficult to
identify and remember relevant information. This complies with research into the difference
between reading on paper and on digital media. Paper possesses a different tangibility than text
presented on digital media (Magen 2014; Nygren et al. 1992). A person scrolling through a text on a
digital medium runs the risk of imposing spatial instability to the text, which has a negative impact
on the reader’s perception of the text. This impairs the ability to spatially locate information in a
text, which is significant to understanding and retrieving information from the text. Text on paper is
fixated and does not ‘move around’, which makes it easier spatially to remember where a piece of
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information is located (Magen et al. 2013; Nygren et al. 1992). Hence, without proper support,
remembering, navigating and locating bits of information, makes the process of creating an
overview more difficult through digital than paper-based texts (Magen et al. 2013). Likewise, the
typographical flexibility offered by paper facilitates effective strategies for the creation of overview
(Berg 1999) and provide a wide range of visual supporting points. Giving the need for visual
supporting points in the creation of clinical overview; it is important to recognise that the need for
typographical options and flexibility are probably even more important when presenting
information on digital media than on paper, because of the special spatial properties of text
presented in digital media.
Even though creating clinical overview is understood as distributed plot-making it is still a
cognitive process. A cognitive process taking place in a distributed socio-technical system in which
the patient record holds a central position. It seems as if the EPR sometimes interrupt this cognitive
process by replacing the possibility to flick through the different pages by lots of ‘clicking around’
the different links and screens of the EPR. The latter is found by some physicians to distract the
cognitive process, which is in line with Miller et al. (2009), who argue that clicking through screens
to get to relevant information will overload the short-term memory. Hence, some of the advantages
of compiling information into one IT system is lost if it entails having to go through too many
screens (Miller et al. 2009). Similarly, Magen et al. (2013) found that the dual task of clicking or
shifting between two or more screens on the same computer screen increases the cognitive
challenge posed on the reader (Magen et al. 2013). So when looking at a practical micro-perspective
on the availability of information, the EPR poses some challenges on the user in terms of
interrupting the interpretative and narrative process of creating overview.
In an EPR there is a possibility to store and retrieve information in a totally different way, than is
the case in a paper based record. One example of this is a group of physicians who have already
changed their way of reading the progress notes. They make great use of the search function in
‘Read Record’ and, hence, based on these searches get sections from different parts of the
chronological text. If you see the EPR as a database as opposed to a chronological text about the
patient there are numerous different options for retrieving information about patients. When
retrieving information by means of a search function, physicians are giving the opportunity to sort
information according to specific topics and thereby filter the information by relevance. This could
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help focus the overview process, zooming in on different possible plots and thereby facilitating
information retrieval for a specific narrative. On the other hand, not using the search function and
instead going through pages of information looking for specific facts could make the physician
stumble on other facts which happen to support or deny the plot he or she is trying to establish for
the narrative (Nygren et al. 1992). Once again it is apparent that changes in the distributed sociotechnical system which might seem minor when looking form the outside potentially have huge
impact on the interpretation and computation of information in the unified system.
One of the greatest changes from the paper based patient record to the EPR is without a doubt
access to the record and access to information in the record. This easy access to a lot of patient
information in many ways supports the process of creating overview in daily clinical practise. With
easy access to both patient record and patient information the physicians are supported in creating a
coherent narrative in the overview process and thereby in many cases accelerating the process of
defining a meaningful plot. At the same time it also presupposes the ability to develop new
competencies to handle all these information in a meaningful way.
Dialogue between physicians is a central element in creating overview. Often such dialogues take
place face to face, and since verbal communication is often more contextual and nuanced than
written communication (Svenningsen 2004), and helps physicians arriving at some shared sense of
what the meaning of information actually is (Hartswood et al. 2003), this is an important part of
creating an overview and establishing a context sensitive narrative. Hence, it is important to
supported dialogue between physicians, regardless of which media they are working with. That
said, the EPRs do provide for updated and immediately propagated information across places and,
hence, better support of non-colocated dialogue between physicians who may discuss patient cases
on the basis of the same material, since a common ground of information is now available.
Physicians’ personal notes on paper remain central for creating an overview for two possible
reasons. The use of paper and pen provides for flexible and individual annotations and storage of
information without the limitations of a fixed template, and it can thus be adapted by different
physicians in different work situations to fit different patients. Also, Perry and Wears point to the
centrality of the physicians’ personal notes on paper and introduce the term ‘shadow charts’ or ‘ad
hoc artefacts’ (Perry and Wears 2012). Such flexibility and individualised use seems difficult to
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translate to EPRs and their screens and keyboards. Similarly, Heath and Luff point to the
importance of micro-mobility, which concerns ‘the way in which an artefact can be mobilised and
manipulated for various purposes around a relatively circumscribed, or “at hand”, domain’ (Luff &
Heath 1998, p. 306). Such micro-mobility contributes to making information accessible when it is
necessary and relevant (Randell et al. 2010). The personal notes on paper are important in making
essential information more accessible where and when the physicians need it. The flexibility of the
personal notes also allows for the physicians to compile the first preliminary narrative about the
patient and his or hers condition in a personal and varying format, not structured by any predefined
template or structure in the patient record. In this way physicians can gather important information
and try out different possible narratives constructed around various plots.
As this comparison of a paper-based patient record and an EPR shows, both systems have merits
and disadvantages and as a start we suggest approaching this as a question of reconfiguration. Even
though the main advantage of the EPR is updated information that is available at multiple places
simultaneously, it is evident that paper has affordances that are difficult to translate to the digital
format. We have suggested to conceptualise the creation of overview as distributed plot-making and
we aim to further elaborate on the concept and hope it will be beneficial to others’ analyses of the
crucial task of creating overview by physicians, but also by other health care professionals. With
this paper we hope to have facilitated a discussion of overview, which can inform the evaluation
and design of future EPRs.
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Abstract: Creating overview is a core activity in the accomplishment of medical work and we tend
to speak of overview as if we all know what it is, but even so, the notion of overview tends to
escape conceptualisation. To be able to support the creation of clinical overview, this concept needs
more sociological attention. This paper seeks to expand our understanding of overview by a
comparison of the process of creating overview to the process of creating scientific facts, as
understood within actor-network theory. From this comparison the creation of clinical overview
emerges as a contingent, contextual, material, and collective process which is heavily depended on
inscription devices. The present paper analysis the creation of clinical overview in a transition
period where hospitals in Central Denmark Region implemented electronic health records replacing
the previous paper-based patient records. We saw this transition as a unique opportunity to open the
black box around the creation of clinical overview and to investigate the process in detail. The
dependency on inscription devices in the creation of clinical overview entails that to change central
inscription devices, as for example the patient record, is a fundamental change in the process of
creating overview.
Key words: Clinical overview, Health records, Actor-Network Theory
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1. Introduction
We tend to speak of overview as if we all know what it is and as if we can all agree that in some
settings it is crucial to obtain an overview. Normally, we do not question the notion of overview,
and we seem to understand what we and other people mean when they speak of overview.
Overview can be understood as a feeling, as something you achieve when looking at a graph or
chart displaying different numbers, as a cognitive activity or state in the mind of an individual, or as
a collective process. It can be conceptualised as occurring in a specific moment or as a process
where the creation of overview stretches through time and space. However, it is as if the notion of
overview constantly escapes conceptualisation even though we intuitively attribute meaning to the
notion and appreciate the feeling of having an overview.
Different situations and different professions demand special attention to the notion of overview.
Consider, for example, the profession of air control officers, intelligence service officers, clinicians
and the like. Within healthcare, creating overview is a core activity to accomplish medical work
(e.g. Atkinson 1995). A multitude of terms or concepts have been proposed to designate aspects of
or processes associated with the notion of clinical overview, including clinical decision making,
sense making (Weick 1995&2005), diagnostic work (Bal et al. 2010) and situation awareness
(Endsley 1995, Schmidt 2002). The predominantly cognitively framed approach of clinical
decision-making within an information processing paradigm has long been problematised in the
social sciences, and notions like distributed decision-making are used to describe that decisionmaking is a collective achievement which comes about incrementally and is made up of, e.g.,
protocols in textbooks, pharmacy policies and the work of different practitioners in different times
and places (Goodwin 2014, Rapley 2008). Likewise, ethnographies of diagnostic work propose a
shift in focus from the actual diagnosis to the diagnostic work (Büsher et al. 2010).
The challenge of understanding overview is very pertinent within healthcare since studies have
uncovered a large amount of medical errors at hospitals. A famous report from 1999 – “To Err Is
Human – Building a Safer Health System” concluded that between 44,000 and 98,000 people die
each year at hospitals in the USA as a result of medical errors that could have been prevented.
These errors are fatal for both clinical staff and patients and constitute a major economic burden on
society (Kohn et al. 1999). The ability to create a clinical overview is crucial to prevent some of
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these medical errors. So, in order to better understand the notion of clinical overview and to support
the creation of this central activity, we need to scrutinise processes of creating overview and to
analyse these processes with a focus on the work that actually gets done. As Atkinson points out,
“the particularity of medical knowledge and medical work in specific social contexts are lost to
view, hidden behind global generalisations and catch-all terms” (Atkinson 1995, p. 40). He urges us
to devote attention to the manifest function and the form of the medical work itself (Atkinson
1995).
To meet this request, the present analysis applies a science and technology study (STS) approach
focused on Actor-Network Theory (ANT). Within STS, technology and science are not perceived as
activities that take place in isolation from our everyday life in a closed laboratory. Instead, STS
argues, they should be studied in the making as a practice activity equivalent to, e.g., craftsmanship.
One of the basic assumptions in ANT is that practice should be studied symmetrically, where
objects as well as humans act. This assumption invites a focus on materiality, relations and
networks. Humans and non-humans emerge and are constituted as actors through the relations they
have to each other. Compared with other theories, this allows ANT to provide a more coherent view
of the complex dynamics involved in the process of getting actors and organisations to work
together, without making unproductive boundaries between humans’ and non-humans’ contribution
to the process (Goodwin 2014).
2. Aim
Inspired by laboratory studies and studies of sciences in the making or in action conducted by ANTinspired researchers, this paper argues that the process of creating clinical overview is in many ways
similar to the process of creating scientific facts. On the other hand, there are also important
differences between work in the laboratories and the medical work conducted at hospitals. These
differences should be identified to see clinical overview as a unique practice with its own errors that
must be prevented and as a practice that is underpinned by its own technologies, organisation and
work processes. Hence, a comparison of the similarities and differences between the two practices
may help us better understand the processes of creating overview in healthcare. Of particular
concern is to highlight the process of creating clinical overview as a highly material, collective,
contextual and contingent process.
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This leads to the main research question which is:
What are the similarities and the differences between creating scientific facts and creating clinical
overview as understood within Actor-Network Theory?
As John Law points out, there is a danger of loosing complexity when you try to put a name to
something or to label it. In the academic profession, there is a massive pressure to simplify the wild
and to make it transparent, unified and readable via a formula (John Law 1999). By using an ANTinspired approach in the present analysis, I wish to maintain some of the complexity in the process
of creating an overview.
3. Methods
3.1. Research setting
All hospitals in the Central Denmark Region were scheduled to implement an electronic health
record (EHR) that should replace the traditional paper-based patient record. The region is inhabited
by roughly 1,3 million people. The implementation process started in 2009. The new EHR is multiprofessional containing all information about the patient from all professions that come into contact
with the patient. The implementation process was divided into stages. Some of the first physicians
to start using the EHR described a critical feeling of losing overview over patient information and
patient data and strongly urged hospital management and system developers to do “something”
quickly to solve this problem (Bossen et al. 2012).
To further explore this issue, ethnographic fieldwork was conducted at a medical ward where
physicians were followed through observation and interviews. The medical ward under study is
located at a university hospital in Denmark. The ward employs 135 clinical staff, including 24
physicians. It has 22 beds and an outpatient clinic with approximately 14,000 appointments a year.
This ward was chosen for the present study because its patients generally have long, complex
treatment trajectories. Since the aim was to study the creation of overview, a complex environment
was preferred as this would imply that the physicians were challenged in this process.
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As with all complex processes, the process of creating clinical overview is difficult to investigate.
Within ANT, the concept of black-boxing refers to the way scientific and technical work is made
invisible. When a process or a machine runs efficiently, we tend to forget about its potential internal
complexity and to focus only on the inputs and outputs associated with the process (Latour 1999).
This is tantamount to punctualisation, and behind each such point lies a complex network which is
normally black-boxed in order for the flow of life to continue (Prout 1996). However, interruption
of these well-established processes affords us with an opportunity to “rediscover” the actors
involved in the processes and their relations within the network. The introduction of new
technology is typically a major interruption of already established processes. The case analysed in
the present paper exemplifies this situation: Here, the routine processes of creating overview are
interrupted by the introduction of the new EHR. When trying to solve the problem, which the
physicians called “a problem with overview”, hospital management and the physicians were faced
with the difficult task of trying to define overview and to make explicit which processes the EHR
needed support in order to regain the feeling of overview over patient information and patient data.
We saw this interruption as a unique opportunity to open the black box around the creation of
clinical overview and to investigate the process in detail.
Any kind of process can end up being black–boxed, and in Science in Action (1987), Latour
describes how statements within science transform to become a scientific fact and thereby end up as
a black box. He also claims that if we want to study these scientific facts or black boxes, we need to
set aside any discussion or opinion about the facts and instead follow the science in action. We are
not to investigate the end product, i.e. the scientific fact, but to follow the scientist at that particular
moment and that particular place where he or she is working in the process of creating the fact
(Latour 1987).
3.2. Observations and interviews
Like Latour in his laboratory studies, I took the role as an observer in the field under observation. I
ventured into the “world of the physicians” and looked upon this as a somewhat exotic world. As
Latour and Woolgar point out, the work of a scientist does not deviate radically from other activities
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to be studied; neither does the activities of physicians. Thereby the domain of natural science and
medical work is opened up for the ethnographic methods (Latour et al. 1986).
I decided to follow the physicians and to observe and describe all the humans and non-humans they
encountered and their relations. By doing so, I was able to describe the network in which the
process of creating overview took place and to get detailed information about these processes.
Latour claims in discussing methodology that to describe or account for a network is to explain
what is going on in the network (Latour 2004).
The first set of data was collected in the year before the implementation of the EHR at the ward.
The second round of data collection started 6 months after the implementation and continued for 4
months. Around 95 hours of observation, distributed over 20 days, were completed, and all
observations were conducted in the morning or in the afternoon. Fieldnotes were taken to capture
actions, both vocal and non-vocal, describing life in the medical ward. In accordance with the
ethnographic tradition, the scope of the notes was kept wide, and the notion of ‘thick description’
guided the way data were recorded (James Clifford 1990). Following each period of observation,
field notes were transcribed and entered into Nvivo 9. In addition, 13 interviews with physicians
were conducted to get more in-depth information about the way they understand the concept of
clinical overview, their thoughts about creating a clinical overview and their understanding of the
underlying processes.
3.3. Analysis
The empirical material for this analysis has previously been scrutinised in more grounded theoryinspired analysis. Getting familiar with the empirical material, I experienced the usefulness of
comparing the process of creating clinical overview with the scientific process of creating facts.
This comparison emerged as an opportunity and allowed me to capture and to clarify the notion of
overview. In the present study, the empirical material has thus been analysed with the objective of
finding similarities and differences between the two processes.
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4. Science and ANT
ANT includes a strong relational perspective. This, in turn, excludes the possibility of studying
actors in isolation. Actors assume their shape, acquire their properties or perform as a result of their
relations with other actors. The preformativity of actors is therefore also contingent and not pregiven, building on the order of things (John Law 1999; Prout 1996). The essence of ANT is to
summarise interactions through various instruments, inscriptions and forms; to make visible the
very local, very practical and very narrow place created by means of these interactions (Latour
1999). In the following, a short thematically focused review of ANT is provided where focus is on
relevant themes from the laboratory studies that contribute to the comparison.
4.1. Conversation and dialogue
As demonstrated in the laboratory studies, conversation is a central element of the scientific
process. The scientific world is a world where you prepare, focus, arrange and practice on the
version of the object whose existence you seek to demonstrate (Latour 1987). Conversation with
colleagues is one of the ways of preparing or arranging your arguments. The argument is constantly
modified, strengthened or disproved through everyday conversations in the laboratory, and
convictions change during these conversations. Also, less experienced scientists get access to
experience from more knowledgeable colleagues. The status of a statement can change from day to
day or from hour to hour. A deconstruction of the world takes place. What you believed to be a fact
about the world proves to be wrong (Latour et al. 1986).
This leads to a logic in sciences where facts are not built from intellectual deduction, but are instead
perceived as practical craftsmanship, which is exercised in a group that discusses and tries to
eliminate as many alternatives as possible. By means of these micro processes, they try to push the
statement in a certain direction. When a statement is perceived as a fact, both the scientists and the
observers are left with a version of the statement freed from all contingent circumstances and
references to the construction process is lost (Latour et al. 1986).
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4.2. Materiality and inscriptions
In scientific practice, you do not always have “the real thing” in front of you, the thing you are
interested in or the existence of which you seek to prove. Instead, the scientist has graphs, numbers,
coordinates or the like which describe some of the properties of the object. Once these numbers or
graphs are provided, the scientist looses interest in the actual object it may be argued, and the
numbers and graphs now represent the object. When an object is withdrawn from its natural
environment and placed within a scientific context, it becomes a sign, a carrier of a code. The series
of transformations accomplishing this often requires a large amount of sophisticated apparatus; and
the outcome of this transformation process is critical to the creation of facts. Special attention
should therefore be paid to the apparatuses which provide a written output (Latour et al. 1986;
Latour 1999). In ANT, these apparatuses are called inscription devices. An inscription device is any
setup that visually displays any kind of fact in a scientific context. The inscription devices transform
a material substance into a figure or a diagram that can be used directly by others in a further
process. Once provided, the inscriptions are perceived to have a direct connection to the original
material substance. They become the starting point in the continued process and end up as part of an
argument between professionals. The intermediate steps which enabled the production of an
inscription are forgotten. A tendency emerges to think of the inscription as evidence for or against a
particular idea, concept or theory; and the inscription thereby informs the participants’ actions
(Latour et al. 1986).
4.3. Context and contingency
Even well-established facts tend to lose their meaning if they are separated from a specific context.
If a network is defined as a set of positions within which an object achieves meaning, the facticity
of an object is obviously relative only to that particular network or those particular networks. The
status of a statement in the scientific practice is dependent on and contingent on other statements
following it. The fate of a statement is dependent on the next statement where it is used. The
construction of facts is thus a collective process (Latour 1987). The researcher presents a statement
to other researchers, and she expects them to believe it. The fate of the statement is in their hands.
All actors in the relation add something to the argument, either strengthening or weakening it, and
they incorporate it into new contexts. The more people supporting the statement the more difficult it
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is to reject as a fact. By making references to other peoples’ understanding of the statement, the
researcher’s own position is strengthened considerably. In order to reject the statement, the
opponents now have to reject all the statements referred to as well (Latour 1987).
5. Instances where overview emerge in a clinical setting
The following three paragraphs in the present paper will describe instances where overview
emerges in the clinical world. These three paragraphs will highlight the similarities between the
creation of scientific facts in the laboratory and the creation of clinical overview. Then a section
will follow that summarises the differences between the two processes. The particular instances are
chosen because they illustrate situations where the idea of creating an overview is present. At the
same time, they illustrate that creating an overview in the clinical setting is multifaceted and takes
place in a variety of settings and situations.
5.1. Conversation and dialogue with colleagues
As described in the laboratory studies, conversation with colleagues in everyday work is central to
the creation of scientific facts and serves several purposes. Likewise, conversation with colleagues
is of vital importance for the clinical work. The scene described below is a formal setting
incorporated into the daily routines at the medical ward to further conversation and information
sharing between colleagues. It illustrates that creating a clinical overview and taking stock of the
situation is often a deeply collective process that, among other things, develops through
conversation.
The scene described is what the physicians and the nurses call a "pre-ward round". Physicians,
nurses and nurse assistants participate.
On this morning, I enter the office of the yellow team with one of the physicians who is supposed to
do ward rounds later. The room is small and oblong and filled with desks, computers, books,
papers, cabinets, chairs and the like. A whiteboard describing all the teams' patients in a chart
hangs on one of the walls at one end of the room. The chart contains information about the names
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of the patients, which wards they are located in, their diagnoses, treatment plans, acute problems,
the expected discharge dates and the staff in charge of treatment.
The physicians gather together in front of the white board and the nurses and nurse assistants
gather further down in the room. The physician in charge of doing ward round on a specific patient
starts by auditing what is known about that specific patient at that moment. Afterwards both nurse
assistants, nurses and physicians participate in a discussion about the patient and they contribute
with different kinds of information. They discuss how the patient has been doing so far, his or her
diagnosis or diagnoses and if they are certain of this diagnosis, which treatment plan they assume
to be the optimal, the anticipated discharge date and if the physician doing the ward round should
be particularly alert to specific problems. Most often the nurses contribute with information about
the patient's illness history and, e.g., information about food and liquid intake, body temperature
and the like.
While discussing the different patients, one physician is seated at a desk with a computer and
simultaneously checks the patient's medication and test results to see if it is relevant to the
discussion. If necessary, information on the white board is changed or new information is added.
The key objective of these pre-ward rounds is for the physicians and nurses to discuss what is
known about their patients, to share information about the patients, to make plans about the
forthcoming actions and treatment plans and to benefit from each other’s experience. Like the
scientists in the laboratory, the physicians prepare not an argument as such but instead, they
collectively produce a reliable understanding of the situation which enables them to take action.
Through these conversations between clinical staff, the understanding of the situation is constantly
modified, strengthened or disproved; and the status of the situation can change several times. One
physician presents his or her understanding of the situation so far, but the direction of this
interpretation is dependent on what the colleagues do next. Do they agree and support it, or do they
bring new information or a new interpretation of information that directs the understanding in a
different direction.
These formal settings where clinical staff discuss the patients also serve as a way of assuring that
physicians do not stand alone in their understanding of the patient’s situation. As Latour states
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when referring to statements about scientific facts, the more people support your statement the more
difficult it is to reject it (Latour 1987). The situation is exactly the same in the clinical setting. The
more physicians support the way you understand the situation, the more difficult it is to reject.
Actually, a morning conference and an afternoon conference are also conducted at the ward and are
mandatory for the physicians. On these conferences, all patients at the ward are discussed in the
presence of all physicians working that day. Throughout the day, physicians prepare, focus, arrange
and practice on their version of the patient’s illness history which they then try to legitimise on
these conferences. The faith of their prepared interpretation is then decided upon according to the
comments they receive from other physicians. Each physician presents his or her understanding of
the patients he or she has attended; and the other physicians, especially the more experienced ones,
contribute, support or question this understanding until they all agree upon an interpretation on the
basis of which they proceed. The unspoken agreement is that this interpretation is now supported by
all physicians present at the ward. In these processes, the more experienced physicians often have a
greater say in determining from which interpretation to proceed.
Latour and Woolgar categorise four different kinds of conversations that take place in the
laboratory. The first conversation is an exchange of known facts. It serves as information sharing
and enables members of the group to draw on each other’s knowledge and to increase their own
knowledge. The second conversation takes place during practical activity. In this conversation, hints
are constantly made to the right way of doing things. The third conversation is an exchange of
theoretical knowledge; and the fourth conversation is concerned with other researchers and their
personal attributes. Often the person presenting a statement is as important as the statement itself
when it comes to credibility (Latour et al. 1986). All these kinds of conversations constantly take
place during physicians’ working day, both in formal settings and in more ad hoc situations where
physicians meet in the office, by the patient’s bed and in the hallways. Conversations with
colleagues are thus very central in the accomplishment of medical work and make the process very
contingent, contextual and collective.
5.2. Materiality and inscriptions
With the focus on agency delegated to both humans and non-humans, ANT pays strong attention to
materiality. Laboratories are not just physical spaces where work is performed and scientific
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experiments are conducted; they have an independent knowledge-producing and epistemic meaning
themselves (Jensen et al. 2007). As mentioned, ANT attributes a central position to inscription
devices in the scientific process, a position which is clearly mirrored in the clinical setting. Both the
situations described above and below illustrate situations during a work day where a variety of
artefacts, including inscription devices, are involved in the clinical work. The case describes a
weekly pathology conference.
The pathology conference takes place in a large room at the top floor of a tall building. It is the
home of the pathologists and the medical physicians visit them once a week in this room. During the
week, the medical physicians can order different pathological test and the result of these tests, if not
acute, are audited once a week on the conference. The medical physicians meet with one or two
pathologist to audit the test results.
At one end the room, a big screen is placed on the wall and the physicians are seated at tables
placed in horizontal lines further down in the room. All physicians are facing the screen and the
pathologist is seated next to the screen at a desk, facing the physicians. He has a microscope on the
desk which is connected to a computer, and the images from the computer are shown on the screen.
The pathologist carries with him all the samples of tissue to be audited. When he puts a sample of
tissue in the microscope, the tissue is shown on the screen as if you look at it in the microscope. The
quality of the pictures is not the same as if you look in the microscope itself, and sometimes the
pathologist looks in the microscope instead of looking at the screen if he wants to take a better look.
The pathologist uses the cursor from the mouse to mark different areas on the tissue and to guide
the physicians in their understanding of what the tissue sample tells about the specific patient from
which it is taken or the specific organ from which the tissue stems.
The audit of a patient starts with one of the physicians outlining the illness history in brief and
sometimes they also give the background for ordering the tissue analysis. The physicians often tell
the pathologist what they are looking for and what answers they seek. Then the pathologist audits
the sample of tissue according to the physicians’ interests. When receiving information from the
pathologist, the physicians often start to discuss among themselves. They discuss treatment plan
and the patient’s medication.
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The scene described above illustrates that the physicians often do not have “the real thing” in front
of them when they are trying to collect information about a patient and make sense of this
information. Although the patient is a physical object, the physicians often cannot directly observe
the object of interest, e.g., the patient’s stomach, liver, brain, etc, so they take a sample, a diagnostic
image or a blood test. The sample represents a part of the patient’s body. Still, it is not looked at
directly or in its natural context, but through the microscope, and what is seen is interpreted by the
expert pathologist. The tissue sample has been subject to several material processes and handled in
several apparatuses before reaching the conference. First, the physician makes a physical
examination and talks to the patient and discusses the patient with other physicians. Then a decision
is made to draw a tissue sample from, e.g., the liver. Sometimes, the liver is then scanned with
ultrasound to determine where the best sample may be obtained, and a sample is then removed from
the liver with a long needle. The sample is then examined for pathology by means of different
apparatuses and procedures before being scheduled on the pathology conference.
The tissue samples are removed from their natural context (e.g. the liver or other parts of the body)
and transformed into a measurement, a number or a certain colour description. These
measurements, numbers or colour descriptions are then transferred to the patient record and used in
the planning and treatment of the patient. Most of the time, these measurements, numbers or colours
are used as the information about the liver, and the actual tissue sample is seldom reinterpreted. The
inscription devices are able to de-contextualise, e.g., test results from the many material process
they have undergone, which makes it possible to move them from the laboratory to other places, in
this case, e.g., the patient record. Through this perspective, inscription devises are not just media
providing knowledge about pre-given units; they are very much involved in the construction of the
substance (Latour et al. 1986).
As in the first example, conversation lies at the heart of the pathology conference as does the
collective aspects in the process, and relations between humans as well as non-humans are
established. One example is the pathologist pointing at particular sites on the tissue sample and
thereby directing the physicians’ attention to some parts of the tissue sample while ignoring others.
The physicians tell the pathologist what they are interested in, and the pathologist then directs their
attention and together they create meaning out of a picture of the tissue sample.
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A very typical example below shows that the physicians often consult different inscriptions when
trying to make up their minds about a situation. The following scene is taken from an outpatient
clinic which is part of the medical ward.
The physician has conducted a physical examination of the patient and they both return to the desk
to finish the consultation and to outline the future treatment plan.
The patient asks: what about vitamin D? Do I need to supplement?
The physician does not answer right away. She turns to the computer and checks the patient's test
results, that is to say the latest blood samples. She traces the patient's level of vitamin D back in
time. Afterwards, she also finds the description of a bone scan conducted a while ago. After
consulting this information in the patient record, she tells the patient that his vitamin D level is
okay and nothing needs to be done at the moment.
These inscriptions are provided by different inscription devices and then carried on as a sign, a
carrier of a code in the patient record and work as evidence for or against a particular diagnosis,
symptom or the next action to perform.
5.3 Context and contingency
The contingent preformativity is very much apparent in the clinical work as is also the importance
of context. Although much effort is put into evidence-based medicine, clinical guidelines and the
implementation of best practice, the way work gets done is often local, heterogeneous and
pragmatic. This is not to imply that physicians do not comply with clinical guidelines and best
practice, but adherence to these guidelines in daily clinical work can take place in a variety of ways.
In a complex clinical world, it is not always obvious which guideline to comply with or how to
interpret the information available because of its context-dependent nature. Likewise, much of the
daily clinical work is accomplished in between and around what is described in clinical guidelines
and best practice.
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When the region implemented the new EHR at all hospitals throughout the region, an “overview”
interface was made available. The use and configuration of this overview interface illustrates the
contingency and context-dependency in clinical work. Hospitals and departments could configure
their own overview interfaces, incorporating all kinds of information from the EHR.
It turned out that many of the departments and physicians did not use the overview interface in their
daily clinical work (Paper under submission). One reason for not using the overview interface was
that the physicians found it difficult to decide which kind of information to juxtapose in the
interface and for which purpose. Some information needs another kind of information to be
interpreted in a specific way or for a specific purpose. A specific blood test, for example, does not
make sense without a graph of the body temperature, etc. So, the meaning of “facts” like a number
describing a test result is contingent and dependent on the context in which it is to be used. An
important context parameter is the authorship of information. In the overview interface, the
physicians are not able to determine who originally entered the information in the EHR. Many of
them see this as a great disadvantage. One physician explains it in this way:
Well it's important because (to be able to see the authorship) - you know - if it's a contact physician,
someone who knows the patient really well who has written the note, then I would think of it as
something which is already determined. Then you can have other physicians who don’t know the
patient's history in detail. It will be more like.... what can you say, where it's more uncertain, where
it's not like law in the same way as if it's a physician who knows the patient.
The physicians preferred an interface configured specifically to their department and preferably at
an individual level (which was not an option). If the interface was too general, the physicians found
it useless because it did not fit their local needs and work routines. Many physicians did not find the
overview interfaces useful at all; and they preferred to juxtapose information in their own ways,
going through the EHR and visiting different information sources.
As we see in the example with the overview interfaces, actors acquire their preformativity through
their relation to other actors, and they do not have any pre-given meaning or pre-defined substance.
Thus, the meaning or interpretation of a unit is contingent and context-dependent in the clinical
work as well as in the laboratory.
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In the previous paragraphs, I described some examples that illustrate elements or processes in the
clinical work that could be associated with the process of creating clinical overview. The concept of
clinical overview is difficult to define, and so is the exact situation or process where overview is
obtained. By highlighting the similarities between the process of creating scientific facts and the
process of creating clinical overview, we are able to mirror the overview process in a well-described
process that allows us to better understand the complexity, heterogeneity, contingency and contextdependency that make a clear-cut definition so difficult. However, there are also significant
differences between the two processes, which will be described in the next section.
6. Differences between scientific facts and clinical overview
One difference is the end product or the objective of going through the various processes. In the
laboratory, the creation of scientific facts is the objective, and scientific texts about these facts are
the main way of communicating about the processes and establishing an argument as a fact. In the
clinical work, the physicians do not try to create an overview in order to produce scientific facts.
They try to create factual knowledge about the patient, a symptom or a disease. However, a wide
array of considerations affects this process since the physicians cannot always await the “true” facts
about the patient. They have to treat and take care of the patient here and now. These considerations
include clinical information, risk perceptions, the psychosocial status and age of the patient; the
patient’s wishes; the services the health organisation can and cannot offer, and so forth. Hence,
there is usually not a single truth or fact about the patient, the symptoms or the disease since so
many heterogeneous issues are intertwined (Berg et al. 2001). Goodwin talks about partial stories
about the patients and their diagnoses that circulate among staff and inform the practitioners’
approach to the patients (Goodwin 2010). So instead of creating scientific facts, the physicians may
create partial stories about the patients or ‘working facts’. These working facts enable the
physicians to determine the next course of action in treating the patient. These partial stories or
working facts are often temporary; they change according to the patient’s reaction to medication,
new test results, conversation with other physicians and the like. The physicians’ textual product is
written into the patient record; and while these texts are powerful actors in creating a clinical
overview, they are not scientific texts as such or reports about facts; and they do not stand alone in
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establishing knowledge and passing on information about the patient. The texts are tools that the
physicians can draw upon among the many resources that direct their actions.
The patient constitutes another significant difference between work in the laboratory and the
clinical work at the hospitals. The premise of ANT is that both human and non-human actors have
agency. However, while both scientists in the laboratory and physicians at the hospital are trying to
create circumstances in which their object is optimally controllable, the overall object for the
physicians is the patient who is not just an ‘object’ from whom samples can be drawn and in whom
tests can be conducted; the patient is active in ways that the physicians are not necessarily able to
control. Berg et al. give the example of the choice of a particular treatment. Here, the physicians
consider the options they can offer in relation to the patient’s desires, motivations, insurance and
perceived capacities and the goal of the treatment therefore also varies. Also, the physicians
emphasise the central importance of the patient’s self-determination. This self-determination is
critical in determining the future treatment plan and since every patient is unique their treatment
plan will also be unique (Berg et al. 2001). The physicians cannot inscribe the patient in whatever
network they would like to. They have to interact with the patient or the relatives and jointly decide
on medication, tests and treatment. A parallel example can be found in O’Neill 2010, who describes
the work of a “troubleshooter” in a call centre that people call to solve problems with their
computers. She states that “the troubleshooters’ competence is not a given – it is an interactional
achievement and they need to earn the trust of the customer” (O’Neill 2010, p 42). If physicians are
understood as troubleshooters, the same premise is part of creating an overview in interaction with
the patient. Of course, some patients and some situations leave almost all decisional power with the
physicians, but most often the course of treatment is an interactive and contingent process in which
the main object is the patient.
The urgent need for action is another difference between laboratory work and clinical work. As the
medical work sometimes require immediate action to avoid that the patient dies or gets worse,
physicians regularly have to make decisions or act upon incomplete knowledge. They act upon the
best overview available when making a decision. It is not always an option to take more samples
and make more tests, to do more physical examinations, talk to more physicians or gather more
information about the patient. The physicians are not able to constantly fine-tune the processes,
instead they have to use whatever they have at their disposal at the decisive moment even though
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they sometimes would like more information. The acute aspect of medical work does not always
leave time to wait for “real” facts about the patient to emerge.
So, while there are similarities between creating scientific facts and creating clinical overview, the
differences in the end product, the object of the process and the time pressure establishes different
contexts for creating clinical overview than for creating scientific facts.
7. Discussion
A comparison of the two processes of creating scientific facts and creating a clinical overview
offers the possibility to understand the process of creating clinical overview in all its complexity.
According to ANT, the best way to understand complex processes such as the creation of clinical
overview is to describe the processes involved in situations where some kind of overview is
performed. By describing these processes in detail, we can ascribe certain characteristics to the
process despite its complexity, contingent, materiality and context-dependency; and we can
highlight common features that should be considered when working with clinicians to support their
creation of clinical overview.
So what did we learn from the laboratory studies about the creation of clinical overview? We
learned that the process of creating clinical overview is also contingent, contextual, material and
collective and that it is heavily dependent on inscription devices and the inscriptions provided.
Despite all the similarities, the creation of clinical overview also deviates from the process of
creating scientific facts in several respects. In their daily clinical work, the physicians do not create
scientific facts in the overview process. Still, what they produce could be called partial stories about
the patients or working facts. These stories are established to be able to act and to proceed with the
treatment, and they do not necessarily serve as bulletproof facts about the patient or a diagnosis.
The objects of the two processes are also different. Both samples in the laboratory and patients are
active co-creators of the processes, but the patient’s self-determination is a significant parameter in
the treatment process. Such self-determination sometimes makes it difficult for the physicians to
control the object. Lastly, the urgent need for action that sometimes appears in the clinical world
makes action on incomplete knowledge a basic condition in the medical work.
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As indicated at the beginning of the paper, the objective of comparing the creation of clinical
overview with the creation of scientific facts was to allow us to develop and design practices,
procedures and technologies to support the creation of clinical overview. In this context, it is
important to consider the amount and applicability of clinical guidelines and best practice structures
that may be imposed upon the process. Requirements like having to follow guidelines and structures
in a very strict manner will prevent physicians from conducting the overview process in all its
complexity, contingency, materiality and heterogeneity. So, when trying to implement an EHR,
which in many instances will be more structured and standardised than a paper-based patient record,
resistance must be expected, even though one of its main goals is to provide better overview over
patient information. The physicians will have to work out how to fit the complex, material and
heterogeneous process into these new standards and structures. Perhaps one lesson that emerges
from the comparison is that to a certain point structure and guidelines can facilitate the process of
creating clinical overview by more or less black-boxing some elements in the process and thereby
creating a kind of recognisability and flow. However, if the balance point is dislocated and too
much structure is implemented in the process, it will become troublesome for the physicians to
conduct the overview process. They need a degree of freedom and individuality to accommodate
the complex process.
In line with this, another issue to consider is the object of the overview process – the patient – and
patients lend themselves poorly to standardisation. Standardisation, structures or guidelines are
often implemented with reference to patient safety and effectiveness. Often these structures and
guidelines are helpful in patient treatment, but the patient is an active and sometimes unpredictable
co-creator of the overview process. The overview created by the physicians cannot be too narrow if
they wish to capture all the complexity of the patient’s history and allow the patient some measure
of self-determination. Also, guidelines only cover the “ordinary” patient and often only one
condition at a time. Giving a patient’s characteristics, it is probably not possible to outline
“scientific rules” to cover all of the physicians’ work. Therefore, the physicians’ own judgement is
central in creating a clinical overview.
Following this, the physicians’ own judgement is a parameter in the overview process that is less
specific or visible than clinical guidelines or various technologies and which is probably also
supported extensively by less specific or less visible practices, procedures and technologies. One of
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these practices is conversation with colleagues and patients. Taking the centrality of conversation
with colleagues into consideration, it must also be acknowledged that support for the creation of
clinical overview demands that the work at hospitals be organised to allow clinical staff to meet and
talk together. This includes both formal and more informal settings. In line with this, it would make
sense to educate clinical staff in communication, both with patients and co-workers. The ability to
understand and interpret the contextual nature of clinical information is a decisive quality in the
creation of clinical overview; a quality that needs to be addressed in medical school; but perhaps
even more importantly, the organisation of work should allow for this quality to be nurtured and
disseminated via experienced colleagues.
As in the laboratories, various inscription devices are central in creating a clinical overview.
Therefore, changing central inscription devices, like for example the patient record, creates
disturbance and requires time for users to adapt to the new system. The patient record is an
inscription device in itself, and it contains inscriptions from many other inscription devices. So
when implementing central inscription devices, more time than expected is required to adapt
existing structures to new realities; and more resources than expected are undoubtedly needed to
constantly secure and support the overview process. It is not just a replacement of one technology
with another; it is a fundamental change in the process of creating clinical overview. Even though
the technology in the end may turn out to support the creation of clinical overview, the readjustment
can be difficult and troublesome.
So drawing on the similarities between the creation of scientific facts and the creation of clinical
overview as understood within ANT, we come to understand why it is so difficult to conceptualise
the notion of overview. It is a complex, contextual, contingent and material process which takes on
many forms; but it is also a process from which we can extract some common features that warrant
our support to aid the daily clinical work.
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English summary
This PhD dissertation contributes with a sociological perspective on the creation of clinical
overview in daily clinical practice among physicians at hospitals. The issue about creating clinical
overview originated from a change in media, when one of the five Danish regions decided to
change from a paper-based patient record to an Electronic Patient Record (EPR). The change in
media had the effect that some physicians found it difficult to create overview over patient
information and the patient’s illness history. This challenge caused the design of the present PhD
study, which investigate the creation of overview in daily clinical practice and further investigates
how respectively a paper-based patient record and an EPR supports the creation of clinical
overview.
That the change from paper-based patient record to EPR can cause difficulties, interruptions and
challenges is not surprising, giving the central position of the patient record in health care work.
The patient record is a critical prerequisite for the physicians in conducting their daily clinical work,
because it is their primary information source when searching for information about patients and
this information is critical in different ways in when treating patients. The patient record is multifunctional and works as both a cognitive and a coordinating artefact. A multiplicity of reasons for
implementing EPR systems in the health care sector exist, but some of the most mentioned reasons
are a reduction in medical errors, an improvement in efficiency and productivity and improved
quality in patient care. The development, design and implementation of EPR systems that perform
well in daily clinical practice have proven to be difficult and even more difficult to develop systems
that perform across different organisational setups.
One of the reasons for this difficulty in developing well functional EPR systems could be the lack
of knowledge about the specificities of practices for which the systems are suppose to support. The
material realities and practical struggles involved in these are often not described or rendered visible
in detail. Studies have been conducted on the differences on using respectively a paper-based
patient record and an EPR, but few studies have focused on the creation of overview in daily
clinical practice in connection with this transition. Therefore, the aim of this PhD dissertation will
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be to investigate the creation of overview in daily clinical practice among physicians and analyse
the processes involved in this creation. The primary focus will be on practice and the work that is
accomplished in daily clinical practice among physicians at hospitals. By this focus, the dissertation
will render visible the material reality in which the creation of clinical overview takes place.
Besides this, the dissertation tries to conceptualise the creation of clinical overview which will
enable a nuanced understanding of the creation of overview and provide a language to be used in
the investigation of clinical overview. Considering the change from paper-based patient record to
EPR, the dissertation also investigates how the two artefacts support the creation of clinical
overview.
The present dissertation is primarily based on ethnographic inspired observational studies and semistructured interviews. The observations were mainly conducted at a medical ward for the treatment
of liver and bowl diseases, where I observed the physicians in their daily clinical work, without any
prior judgment about which situations to observe. Observations and interviews were conducted
while the ward still used a paper-based patient record and then repeated six month after the
implementation of a new ERP system. In addition to this investigation of the creation of overview
among physicians at a medical ward, the dissertation also consists of an investigation of the
physicians’ use of an overview interface provided by the EPR system. This investigation is
conducted by means of numeric information about the use of the overview interface across the
entire region and interviews with physicians both using and not using the overview interface,
distributed across different departments and different hospitals in the region.
The theoretical framework for the dissertation is primarily constituted by Actor-network Theory,
Narrative Theory and the theory about Distributed Cognition. Among other things, Actor-Network
Theory introduces a focus on materiality and contingency, Narrative Theory provides an
understanding of the structures involved in the process of creating clinical overview and Distributed
Cognition render visible that cognition is not just something that takes place in the mind of
individuals but is distributed in a socio-technical system.
In an iterative analysis process, the theoretical framework and the empirical data have contributed
to a developed and nuanced understanding of clinical overview and conceptualised the creation of
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clinical overview as Distributed Plot-Making. This concept describes clinical overview as being
organised around a plot which induces meaning to the overview and arrange information in various
causal relations. The creation of plots takes place within a distributed socio-technical system in
which information is propagated and computations take place by means of different artefacts and
humans and are therefore not restricted to the minds of individuals. From this perspective, the
creation of clinical overview is very much local, contingent, context dependent and material.
Besides the conceptualising of clinical overview as Distributed Plot-Making, five conceptual pairs
have been developed in the dissertation, which stretch the creation of clinical overview in five axis,
describing various aspects of the situated creation of overview. The five conceptual pairs are
providing a language making it possible to talk about physicians’ experiences with and practice
concerning the creation of clinical overview. Likewise, they provide an analytical framework
making it possible to understand the creation of clinical overview, even though the pairs may not
exhaust all aspect of creating an overview.
When investigating the two different socio-technical systems including respectively a paper-based
patient record and an EPR, it is evident that they both have advantages and drawbacks concerning
their ability to support the creation of clinical overview. When looking at the advantages, paper
processes a high degree of micro-mobility, which enables it to be placed wherever and next to
whatever one wishes and it can be carried where to it is needed. Likewise, paper is very flexible
concerning the possibilities to mark up pages in personal ways and add personal notes to it. On the
other hand, the EPR provides quick and easy access to lot of information and once information is
entered in the EPR they stay in place. Information in the EPR is often updated due to real time
entry, which avoid that information has to travel physically between different departments or
different hospitals. Another advantage in the creation of clinical overview, when using an EPR, is
that the record is never lost. If you have access to a computer, you have access to the record.
Besides this, the search function and the graphical presentations in the EPR are new possibilities
introduces to the physicians’ creation of clinical overview, which have the potential to support the
creation process in various ways. The two socio-technical systems have different advantages in
supporting the creation of clinical overview. Following this we need to understand the two
technologies (paper and EPR) not as competing technologies, but instead investigate how the two
technologies support the creation of clinical overview together.
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The physicians’ personal notes on paper and dialogue with colleagues and patients are two central
elements in the process of creating clinical overview and these elements are by and large performed
identical in the two socio-technical systems.
A specific way of trying to support the creation of overview is by designing overview interfaces in
the EPR systems. The EPR system under investigation in the present dissertation has such an
overview interface, which can be configured differently according to wishes from the different
departments. The overview interface is not used to any great extent, when looking across the entire
region. The departments using the overview interface most, is the departments which uses almost
the same kind of information whenever they engage with their patients. In this investigation, these
departments are primarily anaesthesiological departments and outpatient clinical. On the contrary,
departments and physicians treating patients with complex patient histories do not use the overview
interface to any great extent. They found that the overview interface was not able to contain all the
information they need and they found it difficult to predefine which information they needed in the
overview process. Besides this, many of the physicians found it difficult to trust the information in
the overview interface. This mistrust is very much correlated with an underlying discussion of
standardisation of documentation practice and the importance of understanding how different parts
of the EPR system are connected.
If the goal is to support the creation of clinical overview among physicians at hospitals, these results
indicate that you need to think besides the presentation of information. If the physicians are
supposed to create an overview, information should be presented in ways that enables them to
interpret and make sense of this information. At the same time, to support the creation of overview
we need to think in terms of both different artefacts and different ways of organising work in all of
the distributed socio-technical system.
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Dansk resumé
Denne ph.d.-afhandling bidrager med et sociologisk perspektiv på skabelsen af klinisk overblik i
den daglige kliniske praksis blandt læger på hospitaler. Problemstillingen udspringer af et skift fra
patientjournaler baseret på papir til elektroniske patientjournaler (EPJ) i Region Midtjylland. Dette
skift i artefakt medførte, at nogle læger fandt det svært at skabe overblik over information om
patienterne og dermed også patienternes historie. Denne udfordring blev anledningen til at udforme
et ph.d.-forløb, der undersøger skabelsen af overblik i daglig klinisk praksis, og hvordan denne
overbliksdannelse understøttes af henholdsvis papirbaserede patientjournaler og EPJ-systemer.
At udskiftningen af den papirbaserede patientjournal med en EPJ kan skabe problemer, forstyrrelser
og udfordringer, er ikke så stor en overraskelse, hvis man tager patientjournalens centrale betydning
i betragtning. Patientjournalen er en afgørende forudsætning for at lægerne kan udføre deres daglige
kliniske arbejde, da den fungerer som deres primære kilde til informationssøgning og
kommunikation blandt læger, og denne information er afgørende på flere stadier af
patientbehandlingen. Patientjournalen er multifunktionel og fungerer både som et kognitivt og et
koordinerende artefakt. Der findes mange begrundelser for at implementere EPJ-systemer i
sundhedssektoren, men nogle af de hyppigst nævnte årsager er reducering af medicinske fejl,
forbedret effektivitet og produktivitet samt bedre kvalitet i behandlingen. Det har dog på mange
måder vist sig svært at udvikle og implementere EPJ-systemer, der fungerer godt i praksis, og ikke
mindst at udvikle EPJ-systemer der fungerer godt i flere forskellige organisatoriske kontekster.
En af grundene til at det ofte har været svært at udvikle EPJ-systemer, der fungerer godt i klinisk
praksis, kan være, at der ofte mangler viden om den specifikke praksis, som disse systemer skal
indgå i og understøtte. Den materielle realitet og de praksisser, som er en del af denne, er ofte ikke
beskrevet ret godt. Der er gennemført mange studier, som undersøger forskellene på at benytte
henholdsvis papirbaserede patientjournaler og EPJ-systemer, men der er få studier, der fokuserer på
skabelsen af overblik i daglig klinisk praksis. Formålet med denne ph.d.-afhandling er derfor at
undersøge skabelsen af klinisk overblik og analysere de processer, der indgår i denne skabelse.
Fokus vil være på det arbejde, der faktisk udføres i den daglige kliniske praksis blandt læger på
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hospitaler, for på denne måde også at synliggøre den materielle realitet hvori skabelsen af overblik
finder sted.
Derudover forsøger afhandlingen at begrebsliggøre skabelsen af klinisk overblik, som muliggør en
nuanceret forståelse af overbliksdannelsen og giver et sprog, som kan benyttes i undersøgelsen af
klinisk overblik. Set i lyset af skiftet fra papirbaseret patientjournal til EPJ undersøges det også,
hvordan henholdsvis den papirbaserede patientjournal og EPJ understøtter skabelsen af overblik.
Denne ph.d.-afhandling er primært baseret på etnografisk inspirerede observationsstudier og
semistrukturerede interviews. Observationsstudierne er hovedsageligt gennemført på én medicinsk
afdeling for lever- og tarmsygdomme, hvor jeg observerede afdelingens læger i deres daglige
kliniske arbejde uden på forhånd at have udvalgt specielle situationer, der skulle observeres.
Observationer og interviews blev gennemført, mens afdelingen stadigvæk benyttede en papirbaseret
patientjournal og igen et halvt år efter implementeringen af et nyt EPJ-system. Udover disse
undersøgelser af skabelsen af overblik blandt lægerne på en medicinsk afdeling består ph.d.afhandlingen også af en undersøgelse af lægernes brug af et overbliksbillede, der tilbydes som en
del af det nye EPJ-system. Denne undersøgelse er gennemført ved hjælp af kvantitative oplysninger
om brugen af overbliksbilledet i hele Region Midtjylland og interview med læger, der henholdsvis
benytter og ikke benytter overbliksbilledet fordelt på forskellige afdelinger og hospitaler i regionen.
Den teoretiske ramme for ph.d.-afhandlingen udgøres primært af aktør-netværksteori, narrativ teori
og teorien om distributed cognition. Aktør-netværksteorien introducerer blandt andet et fokus på
materialitet og kontingens, narrativ teori tilbyder en forståelse af den struktur, der understøtter
skabelsen af overblik, og distributed cognition synliggør, at kognition ikke kun foregår i hovedet på
en enkelt person men er fordelt i et socioteknisk system.
Denne teoretiske ramme har i en iterativ analyseproces sammen med de empiriske data bidraget til,
at denne ph.d.-afhandling har udviklet og nuanceret forståelsen af klinisk overblik og
begrebsliggjort skabelsen af klinisk overblik som distributed plot-making'. Dette begreb beskriver
klinisk overblik som værende organiseret omkring et plot, som giver mening til overblikket og
arrangerer informationer i forskellige kausale relationer. Denne skabelse af et plot finder sted
indenfor et distribueret socioteknisk system, hvor informationer spredes og behandles ved hjælp af
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forskellige artefakter og personer. Skabelsen af et plot er derfor ikke begrænset til at foregå i
hovedet på individuelle personer. Ud fra dette perspektiv er skabelsen af klinisk overblik i høj grad
lokal, kontingent, kontekstafhængig og materiel.
Udover at begrebsliggøre klinisk overblik som distributed plot-making er der i afhandlingen
udarbejdet fem konceptuelle par, der udspænder klinisk overblik i fem akser, som beskriver
forskellige aspekter i den situerede skabelse af overblik. De fem konceptuelle par kan bruges til at
gøre det muligt at tale om lægernes erfaringer med og praksis i forhold til skabelsen af klinisk
overblik og som en analytisk ramme, der gør det muligt at forstå, hvordan klinisk overblik skabes,
selv om disse par ikke udtømmer alle aspekter af overbliksdannelse.
Når man undersøger de to forskellige sociotekniske systemer indeholdende henholdsvis den
papirbaserede patientjournal og EPJ, er det tydeligt, at de begge har både fordele og ulemper i
forhold til at understøtte skabelsen af klinisk overblik. Hvis man ser på nogle af de fordele, de to
systemer har, besidder papir en meget høj grad af mikromobilitet, der gør, at det kan placeres stort
set, hvor man ønsker det, ved siden af hvad man ønsker, og det kan transporteres hvorhen man
ønsker det. Papir er også meget fleksibelt i forhold til at tilbyde personlige markeringer og tilføjelse
af noter. På den anden side tilbyder EPJ-systemet hurtig og nem adgang til megen forskellig
information, og når først informationerne er tastet ind i systemet, bliver de på deres plads.
Informationerne i EPJ er ofte opdaterede, fordi de tastes direkte ind i systemet og skal ikke
transporteres fra f.eks. en afdeling til en anden. En anden fordel i overbliksdannelsen er, at
journalen ikke bliver væk, når man benytter et EPJ-system. Hvis man har adgang til en computer,
har man også adgang til journalen. Derudover er søgefunktionen og de grafiske præsentationer nye
muligheder, der introduceres i lægernes overbliksdannelse ved hjælp af EPJ-systemet, og som har
mulighed for at understøtte processen på forskellig vis. De to sociotekniske systemer har derfor
forskellige fordele, når det drejer sig om at understøtte skabelsen af klinisk overblik, og man bør
derfor ikke se de to teknologier (papir og EPJ) som teknologier i konkurrence med hinanden, men i
stedet for undersøge hvordan de to teknologier tilsammen kan understøtte skabelsen af overblik på
den bedste måde.
Personlige noter på papir og samtale med kollegaer og patienter er to centrale elementer i
overbliksdannelsesprocessen, som forbliver stort set uændret i de to sociotekniske systemer.
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En helt specifik måde at prøve at understøtte skabelsen af overblik er at designe overbliksbilleder i
EPJ-systemerne. Det EPJ-system, der er undersøgt i denne ph.d.-afhandling, indeholder et sådant
overbliksbillede, der kan konfigureres forskelligt alt efter de forskellige afdelingers ønsker.
Overbliksbilledet bliver ikke brugt ret meget, når man ser på tværs af hele regionen. De afdelinger,
der er mest flittige brugere af overbliksbilledet, er de afdelinger, der har brug for den samme slags
informationer stort set hver gang, de møder patienterne. I denne undersøgelse drejer det sig primært
om anæstesiafdelingerne og nogle af ambulatorierne. De afdelinger og læger, der behandler
patienter med meget komplekse sygdomshistorier, er modsat ikke særligt flittige brugere af
overbliksbilledet. De føler ikke, at overbliksbilledet kan rumme alle de oplysninger, de har brug for,
og det er svært på forhånd at definere, hvilke oplysninger de har behov for at have adgang til.
Derudover har mange af de adspurgte læge problemer med at stole på de oplysninger, der
præsenteres i overbliksbilledet. Dette skyldes i høj grad en bagvedliggende diskussion om
standardisering af dokumentation og vigtigheden af at forstå, hvordan de forskellige dele i hele EPJsystemet hænger sammen.
Afhandlingens resultater peger på, at hvis man arbejder på at understøtte skabelsen af overblik
blandt læger på hospitaler, er man nødt til at tænke ud over selve præsentationen af information.
Hvis lægerne skal skabe overblik, skal informationerne præsenteres på en måde, der muliggør
fortolkning og skabelse af mening. Samtidig skal understøttelsen af overblik tænkes både i form af
forskellige artefakter og forskellige måder at organisere arbejdet på i det samlede sociotekniske
system.
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Attachments
Attachment 1: Interview guide before the implementation of the EPR
An example of an interview guide used in an interview with a physician before the implementation
of the new EPR system. All interviews included the same standard questions and were
supplemented with additional questions referring to experiences from observing that particular
physician at work.
Interviewguide til interview med Konstantin, yngre læge, afdeling V, Århus sygehus 17.
november 2011


Interviewet starter med en kort præsentation af ph.d.-projektet
Lægers mulighed for at skabe overblik over patient information



Fokus på forskellige journaltyper, men også fokus på hvordan overblik etableres udover
brugen af journalen



Observerer på afdeling V og på medicinsk afdeling i Randers

Overblik generelt


Hvis du tænker på overblik generelt i løbet af din arbejdsdag, hvad vil det så sige for dig at
have overblik?



Hvad skal der til for, at du føler at du har overblik?



Hvis vi så går til den enkelte patient og mødet med denne. Hvad vil det så sige for dig at
have overblik over en enkelt patient?



Hvad skal der til for, at du føler, at du har overblik over en enkelt patientcase?



Hvad gør du for at tilvejebringe de informationer du har behov for? (konferencer,
papirjournal, prøvesvar, medicinering, samtale med sygeplejerske, samtale med patient,
objektiv undersøgelse osv.)



Hvordan vil du typisk forberede dig på en stuegang eller et andet møde med patienten?
Hvad gør du først og hvor starter denne forberedelse?



Hvis tiden er presset, hvad er så det vigtigst at have information om i mødet med patienten?
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En af de gange jeg har fulgt dig rundt på stuegang, fortalte du, at de forskellige konferencer
betyder meget for dig, i forhold til overbliksdannelse. Kan du prøve at uddybe dette?



Du har også på et tidspunkt fortalt mig, at afdeling v har et meget højt informationsniveau.
Hvad er det du oplever anderledes end på andre afdelinger, du har været på?



De gange jeg har fulgt dig rundt på stuegang har du ofte hverken papirjournal eller computer
med ind til patienten. Er det et bevidst valg fra din side?



Har erfaring betydning for dannelse af overblik?

Overblik og journalen
Vi går nu over og snakker lidt mere konkret om papirjournalens rolle i forhold til overbliksdannelse.


Hvad er det første du gør når du sidder med en papirjournal og skal forsøge at skabe
overblik over en patientcase?



Er der noget i papirjournalens opbygning, der hjælper dig til at få overblik? (f.eks.
strukturen, skilleblade, stempler, særlige markeringer, placeringen af ting osv.)



Har du en særlig teknik/tilgang til journalen for at opnå overblik?



Er der ting i papirjournalen, der forhindrer dannelsen af overblik?



Jeg ved fra Peter, at I har satset på, at tingene skal være i journalen. Hvordan går det med
det?

Note: Hvis der er tid, kan jeg spørge ind til mine overvejelser omkring individuelt og fælles
overblik.
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Attachment 2: Interview guide, after the implementation of the EPR
An example of an interview guide used in an interview with a physician after the implementation of
the new EPR system. All interviews included the same standard questions and were supplemented
with additional questions referring to experiences from observing that particular physician at work.
Interviewguide til interview med Sabine, afdeling V, Århus sygehus 9. december 2013.
x
x
x

Hovedformålet med dette interview er at tale om, overbliksdannelse i den daglige kliniske
hverdag.
Jeg vil også gerne tale om hvilke fordele og hvilke ulemper du ser ved brugen af EPJ i
forhold til at skabe overblik over dine patienter.
Når jeg taler om overblik i denne sammenhæng tænker jeg mest på overblik over den
enkelte patientcase, f.eks. når du forbereder dig til stuegang eller skal modtage en patient i
ambulatoriet eller daghospitalet.

Den generelle brug af EPJ
x
x

Hvornår og hvordan bruger du EPJ i det daglige kliniske arbejde?
Hvad gør du, hvis der er noget information du ikke kan finde i EPJ?

Brugen af EPJ til overbliksdannelse
x
x
x
x
x
x

Føler du, at EPJ hjælper dig, når du skal skabe overblik over en patientcase?
Da jeg fulgte dig rundt observerede jeg ikke, at du brugte det overbliksbillede der eksisterer
i EPJ. Er det rigtigt?
Hvordan forbereder du dig, når du skal gå stuegang eller modtage en patient i ambulatoriet?
Er dialogen mellem dig og dine kollegaer den samme efter I har tage EPJ i brug?
Hvilken funktion har dialogen med dine kollegaer i din overbliksdannelse?
Da jeg fulgtes med dig fortalte, du at du stort set aldrig tog den bærbare computer med rundt
ved f.eks. stuegang. Gør det sig stadigvæk gældende og hvorfor?

At finde information i EPJ
x
x

Kan du finde de informationer du søger efter i EPJ?
Hvad synes du om opsætningen af tekst i ”Læs journal”?

Ulemper ved brugen af EPJ
x
x
x
x

Er det noget i EPJ, som efter din mening ikke fungerer optimalt?
Opleverer du uhensigtsmæssige arbejdsgange i forbindelse med brugen af EPJ?
Er der noget fra Papirjournalen du gerne vil overføre til EPJ?
Hvad skulle det gode argument være for at indføre papirjournalen igen?
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x

Ville du gerne tilbage til papirjournalen, hvis det var muligt?

Fordele ved brugen af EPJ
x
x

Er der noget i EPJ, som efter din mening fungerer godt?
Er der nogen arbejdsgange der er blevet nemmere efter implementering af EPJ, eller
arbejdsgange der er blevet helt overflødige?

Uddannelse og oplæring
x
x
x

Hvad gør du, hvis der er noget du ikke kan finde ud af i forhold til EPJ og som du gerne vil
lære?
Føler du dig tilstrækkelig uddannet i brugen af EPJ?
Bruger I alle sammen EPJ på den samme måde i jeres daglige kliniske arbejde?

Brugen af andre artefakter
x
x
x

Under mine observationer af dig, kunne jeg se, at du brugte den printede liste over de
indlagte patienter meget og skrev mange noter på denne. Bruger du stadigvæk denne liste
meget og hvilken funktion har den for dig?
Hvilken rolle spiller samtale med og undersøgelse af patienterne i din overbliksdannelse?
Her på afdelingen afholder I både en morgenkonference og en eftermiddagskonference. Har
disse konferencer betydning for din overbliksdannelse?

Forskelle mellem EPJ og papirjournalen
x
x

Hvad er for dig at se de største forskelle på at arbejde med patientjournalen på skærm og på
papir?
Har indholdet af journalen ændret sig efter, at den er blevet elektronisk? Dikterer du f.eks.
anderledes end ved brugen af papirjournal?

Erfaring med brugen af EPJ
x
x

Hvis du sammenligner med tiden umiddelbart efter implementering af EPJ, er der så nogen
ting der har ændret sig i din brug af EPJ?
Sidst fortalte du mig blandt andet, at du i starten helst ville læser patientens journal på papir,
men på et tidspunkt vendte det og så ville du faktisk helst læse den på skærmen. Hvad var
det der skete der?

Opsummerende
x
x

Hvad er mest nyttigt for dig, når du forsøger at skabe overblik over en patientcase?
Hvad er den største forhindring for dig, når du forsøger at skabe overblik over en
patientcase?
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Attachment 3: Interview guide concerning the overview interface
Interview guide used in interviews with physicians about the use of the overview interface.
Intervieguide til interview om overbliksbillede i MidtEPJ
x

Introduktion af min ph.d. og den specifikke problemstilling for interviewet.
o Overbliksbilledet er designet til at skabe overblik, mange bruger det ikke, men nogen
gør. Hvad er grunden til at man bruger det og hvad er grunden til at det ikke bruges?
Give det overhovedet mening at have et sådan overbliksbillede og i hvilke
situationer?
Gennemgang ved computeren

x
x

Kan vi prøve at starte ved computeren?
Hvis du forestiller dig, at du skal forberede dig til stuegang er der så noget tidspunkt i
processen, hvor du vil klikke ind på overbliksbilledet?
o Hvis ja, hvornår benytter du overbliksbilledet og hvilke informationer søger du efter
på overbliksbilledet?

x

Forestil dig igen, at du skal forberede dig på stuegang og første skridt i denne arbejdsgang er
at klikke ind på overbliksbilledet.
o Kan du prøve at fortælle mig hvordan du vil benytte overbliksbilledet? Det bedst er,
hvis du kan fortælle mig, hvad du tænker når du sidder og skal bruge
overbliksbilledet. Bare alt hvad du tænker.
Interview spørgsmål

x
x

Bruger du overbliksbilledet i dit daglige kliniske arbejde?
Hvis ja:
o I hvilke situationer bruger du overbliksbilledet?
o Hvordan hjælper overbliksbilledet dig i dit daglige kliniske arbejde?
o Hvad er fordelene ved at benytte overbliksbilledet?
o Hvad er ulemperne ved at benytte overbliksbilledet?
o Er der noget du kunne tænke dig var anderledes ved overbliksbilledet?
o Hvad skal et overbliksbillede optimalt indeholde ud fra dit synspunkt?
o Hvordan vil du gerne have informationerne præsenteret i et overbliksbillede?

x

Hvis nej:
o Hvorfor benytter du ikke overbliksbilledet?
o Kan du overhovedet forestille dig at benytte en form for overbliksbillede?
o Hvad skulle være anderledes, hvis du skal benytte overbliksbilledet?
o Hvad skal et overbliksbillede optimalt indeholde ud fra dit synspunkt?
o Hvordan vil du gerne have informationerne præsenteret i et overbliksbillede?
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x
x

Hvis du ikke kun tænker på overbliksbilledet, hvad hjælper så dig allermest i den kliniske
hverdag i forhold til at danne overblik over en patient case?
Har I i afdelingen snakket om opsætning af overbliksbilledet og hvilke muligheder der
eksisterer for opsætning?
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